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Doctors still
confounded
Food may be ruled out
by Don Lac
staff reporter

Alex Horvath

Styxing it out
At club lacrosse team practice, Kevin Cunningham, sophmore computer science major, tries to work his way around defenseman
Gordon Green, junior electronics major. The team begins Its home scheudule Sept. 28 agaisnt Heidleberg University.

Doctors are beginning to rule
out food poisoning as a cause of
the illness that has sent about 50
University students to Wood
County Hospital this week.
Larry Sorrells, environmental
health director for the Wood
County Health Department, said
Tuesday that one-third of the
students affected who were interviewed by the Health Department "just didn't fit" the
pattern of symptoms associated
with food poisoning.
Kaplan said eight people were
sent by the Student Health Center to Wood County Hospital
Tuesday and one of those was
admitted. One student was sent
to the emergency room yesterday he said.
All the students had eaten at
McDonald Quadrangle's cafeteria or at Towers Inn, which
shares a kitchen with McDonald, he said.
The department found no correlation between the students
who were ill and the food eaten,
he said.
THE BLAME was originally
placed on chicken served for
lunch and dinner at McDonald,
but "people are sick who didn't
eat chicken," Sorrells said.
"We havent completely dis-

counted food poisoning, (but) we
haven't yet found a common
food exposure," said Joshua
Kaplan, director of the Student
Health Center.
Kaplan said the more common
types of food poisoning, such as
staph infections, had been ruled
out. The more dangerous types,
such as salmonella, had also
been ruled out, he said.
Sorrells and Kaplan both said
that a viral infection, which
could have been carried into the
kitchen by one person and later
rad, was a possible cause of
outbreak, although Kaplan
called this "conjecture."
The affected students' eating
habits for several days before
the outbreak will have to be
studied to determine if a virus is
the cause, because symptoms of
a viral infection take a longer
time to show up after the virus
enters the body, Kaplan said.
Sorrells said the symptoms
were similar to a case in an
elementary school in Northwood
"two or three" years ago, when
food poisoning was ruled out as a
cause and a viral infection was
blood samples taken in
the Northwood case were sent to
the Center for Disease Control in
Atlanta but the tests were never
run. The file for that case is still
open, Sorrells said.

Lebanon kidnap victim released; six remain
CONCORD, NJL (AP) - The Rev.
Benjamin Weir is free after a 16-month
kidnapping ordeal in Lebanon, but
President Reagan said yesterday that
he "will not be satisfied" until the six
remaining American captives also are
released.
Weir was released to U.S. authorities
in Beirut on Saturday, but an announcement was withheld to determine
whether the release of the other Ameri-

cans might also be obtained.
"We were trying to keep it so quiet
because we don't want to do anything
that endangers the chances of the other
six," Reagan said at the conclusion of a
speech promoting his tax reform proposal.
But White House spokesman Edward
Djereiian said it became apparent
Tuesday night that no more releases
were'

Unconfirmed reports about Weir's
release surfaced Saturday with an
anonymous telephone call to the Reuters news agency. The Presbyterian
Church said early yesterday that Weir
had been freed. Soon afterward, Reagan supplied the official confirmation
mat Wen* was back in America.
Weir, 61, a Presbyterian minister,
was kidnapped by terrorists May 8,
1964, in Beirut.

Neither Reagan nor Djerejian offered any details about his release.
DJEREJIAN REFUSED to answer
; on why only Weir had been
According to Djereiian, officials had
hoped the release last week of the last
Lebanese prisoners held at Israel's
Atlit prison camp "would improve the
atmosphere in the region.'
When Weir was kidnapped, a man

claiming to represent Islamic Holy
War or Islamic Jihad, a terrorist
group, told the French news agency
Agenee France Press that his organization was behind the incident.
The caller said Weir's abduction was
meant to "reiterate our commitment to
the first statement we made after the
U.S. Marine headquarters blast that we
won't allow any American on Lebanese
soil"

Experts oppose Unusual funds assist library
female football Patrons praise
Claim contact too dangerous
Editor's note: This is the second of a three-part series on
girls playing high school football. Tomorrow a look at playera'reactions.
by Ron Fritz
and Meg Tlemey
staff reporters

Contact football is not a sport
for girls, according to a number
of specialists.
As a result of a testimony by
Dr. Don Mitchell, an orthopedic
surgeon in Knoxville, Tenn., the
Knox County School Board ruled
two girls ineligible to play high
school football. Mitchell told the
school board that girls were
more likely to get injured on the
football field than boys.
"God made women the
weaker sex," Mitchell said.
"And if they are allowed to play,
that will only help my orthopedic business?"
Mitchell said his statements
are backed by stacks of medical
journals and research done on
the subject of men vs. women.
He said several physical differences between the sexes should
prevent women from playing
football.
"A WOMAN'S capability for
muscular build-up is much less
man that of a male," he said.
"Even if the women are of equal
weight, the male has much more
power.'
Mitchell also said women's leg
alignments are different from
men's, making them more susceptible to knee injuries.
Bill Jones, head athletic
trainer for the University, has
been involved with football for
IS years and said there are too
many injuries in the sport.
■It's hard enough for a
school boy to stay]
playing football/ he i

great that a girl can play all of
the other sports, but I wouldn't
subject my own daughter to
football. The strength factor is
the biggest reason.1'
Joe Larue, former part-owner
and head coach of the Cleveland
Brewers - a team that was a
member of the now defunct
Women's Professional Football
League - said women only
should play against women.
"Our league was the greatest
thing In the world for women
who wanted to play football,"
Larue said. "But a woman can't
compete against a man on the
football field. No way. It's a
totally different ball game when
they get up against the men."
THE ADVICE of doctors and
trainers about girls playing football induced Coach Richard
Bridges from Doyle High School
in Knoxville to prohibit girls
from playing on his team.
"I'm lust trying to be careful," Bridges said. "I just cant
stand to see them hurt."
Bridges noted mat Tennessee
doesn't have any laws to keep
the girls off the playing Held, but
left it up to the school board to
make the final decision. He also
• See FeetbaU, page S.

wide selection
by Jim Nieman
staff reporter
There is a library in BowlaGreen that has paid for its
re collection of books
through fines - not overdue
book fines, but fines issued
because of liquor and traffic
violations and forfeited bail
money.
"It's not like any other library," said Marianne Mason, librarian at the Wood
County Law Library, located
at Court House Square adjoined to the Wood County
Courthouse. She said the library is funded entirely
through fines levied by the
county courts.
"We thank our lucky stars
that I-7S runs through Wood
County," Mason said, referring to the large amount of
money received from traffic
violation fines on the interstate.
• See Law, page 5.

BG News/Joe Pheian
Dave Woessner. from the Wood County prosecuters office, (left) and John Naayers, from the
public defenders office, research different cases. Although they're always opponents In the
courtroom they share the same table In the Wood County Law Library. When they clash in court the "good
guys always win," Woessner says.

Fall election may alter Council seats
by PMttp B. Wilton
staff reporter

The City Council's majority is
Republican but area Democrats
beBeve this November's elections could change all that.
Although Democrat Councilman David Elsass, former
dean of education at the University, is running unopposed in the
second ward, three other wards
and two aMarge seats are being
challenged.
In the first ward, which encompasses the University, the
race is between Republican
Cindy Henry and Democrat

James Davidson. Henry holds
the position after being appointed by Council to replace
Allen Mayberry last year.
Davidson's name was not originally on the ballot but when
Michael Marsden accepted an
administrative post at five University In August, the Wood
County Democratic Executive
Committee chose a replacement.
Alien Baldwin, chairman of
the committee, believes Davidson can unseat Henry.
"His chances of getting it are
excellent," Baldwin said. "Jim

is involved in a lot of activities
between the University and the
town. He's in touch with the
University and the town and
senses the needs of both because
he's part of both."
THE THIRD ward Is a rematch from the last election
when Republican Bill Blair defeated Democrat Jerry Lee.
"Both men are good men,"
said Republican Councilman
Edward Miller. "He's (Blair)
been a very active person in his
work with Council and the community in the past two years."
Republican Incumbent Bill

Herald's opponent in the fourth
ward will be Democrat Ted Barber.
There are two Democrats and
one Republican vying for the
two at-large seats. Incumbent
Council President and Republican John Quinn will run against
Democrat incumbent Joyce
Keoke and Democrat Joseph
Corral. The two leading votegetters will represent those two
spots.
Baldwin believes there's an
excellent chance for a Democratic majority in Council but
Miller said he expects all the
Republicans to return.

Editorial
Mall vote needed
In our estimation, the city of Bowling Green made
a mistake. History may repeat itself in Center
Township.
Bowling Green balked at the prospect of hosting a
$20 million shopping mall. When the project was
presented last October by The Mall Co., City
Council voted against the project 4-3.
Center Township also is exhibiting a severe case
of progress paranoia. Tuesday night the zoning
board axed a proposal that would have allowed The
Mall Co. to build the shopping center on 50 acres of
land at Newton Road and Route 25.
But there is still hope, albeit dim. By voting
unanimously next Tuesday, the Township's three
trustees can overturn the 3-2 vote by the zoning
board.
We implore the board of trustees to recognize the
benefits the project would bring to Center Township and Wood County and vote in favor of the
zoning change.
Township officials voiced their reservations at
the zoning meeting. They claimed township roads
would suffer from the increased traffic and that the
mall would worsen drainage conditions for the
Toussaint Creek, which runs through the property.
Pardoning the pun, those arguments don't hold
water.
Road paving is expensive, but such projects
sometimes qualify for federal funds. And in some
cases a township can turn over a road to the county
for maintenance.
The proposed mall would actually improve the
Toussaint*s drainage, despite local concern. Developers proposed a widened course for the creek and
a retention basin, which would improve creek
drainage, according to Wood County Commisioner
Alvin Perkins.
As for money, the mall would generate an estimated $200,000 for Bowling Green schools, $200,000
in sales taxes for Wood County and $26,000 in
property taxes for Center Township.
The mall would create 500 full-time jobs.
It's time for Center Township to accept change.
It's time to clear the path for for a shopping mall.

Economy of blame
by Art Buchwald
Companies throughout the
world are either in the midst of
expanding or in the process of
economizing. One major corporation has closed down all its
European supervisory offices in
a wave of economy.
Since most people are innocent victims of economy drives,
I have, as a public service, contacted Robert Goldbogen, who
specializes in studying economy
drives.
"Mr. Goldbogen, what does an
economy drive really mean?"
"It means," Goldbogen said,
"that the president of the company has had to report to the
stockholders that the profits are
lower than anticipated and he is
starting measures to turn the
tide. As a start, he announces an
economy drive will be put in
effect. If he's still president after the report he has to follow
through on his promise."
"What does he do first?"
"He fires two men, one In the
mail room and the elevator operator."
"But who runs the elevator?"
"At a cost of only $45,000, a
self-service elevator is installed."
"That's all?"
"No, it really isn't as economical to fire the mail room employee as one might think.
Someone has to deliver important packages and letters by
hand, so a higher-priced employee is sent instead. This person, not familiar with the city,
takes twice as long to do the
job."
"When the president discovers that the firing of the mail
room employee and the elevator
operatornas not solved his problem, he makes further economies."
"How does he do this?"
"Every large company has
certain people that they employ
just to blame things on. Each

vice president might have one
chief blame-taker and three assistants. The chief blame-taker
distributes the blame among the
others. But then the president
sends down word to the heads of
the departments that they have
to cut their staffs and instead of
four people, they can only have
one.''
"The department head naturally keeps the chief blametaker?"
"Not necessarily. The department head keeps the one who
takes the blame the best. The
chief blame-taker may be good
at dispensing blame, but weak
on taking it himself."
"Then the economy problem
is settled?"
"On the contrary, this is the
most dangerous type of economy there is. Since the head of
the department keeps blaming
one person for everything that
goes wrong, eventually the president asks why the head of the
department doesn't fire him,
then he will have to take the
blame himself."
"When he takes the blame, he
will be fired as well, and pretty
soon the president will have to
take the blame. Then the stockholders will force his resignation."
"What can one do to make
sure one is not a victim of an
economy cut?"
"Take the bull by the horns.
When you smell an economy cut
you must immediately go in to
see the boss and ask him to let
yougo."
"Tell him you're expendable,
and you feel the company is not
getting its money's worth. The
boss will immediately smell a
rat and decide you're trying to
go over to the opposition and you
will be kept on the payroll until
hell freezes over."
Art Buchwald is a syndicated
columnist for the Los Angeles
Times.
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Rock music tunes out morals
Responsibility of censorship belongs in parents' hands
by Bill Melden
In recent weeks the public
conscience, already throbbing
and heaving beneath the weight
of such troublesome questions
as South Africa, the national
debt, and the plight of the American farmer, has been saddled
with yet another agonizing burden: the aggressive immorality
of contemporary rock 'n' roll
music.
The controversy is nothing
new, of course, and puts one in
mind of the cultural uproar provoked thirty years ago by the
shimmies and sneers of Elvis
Presley. Plus ca change, as the
Frogs say: the more things
change, the more they stay the
same.
Well, not quite. Elvis is sneering at the angels now, his oncesubversive pelvis nestled beneath the gentle sod of Memphis, but the debate rages anew,
and not without reason. The
subtle innuendoes and clever
euphemisms which have long
characterized rock music's preoccupation with sex have now
been replaced by the shrieks and
howls of thugs and morons who
celebrate, in hideously explicit
terms, such things as sodomy,
rape, Satanism, and every conceivable form of violence.
To make matters worse, what
was once confined to the radio
and the phonograph has now
invaded television, and one can
hardly turn the infernal device
on without having one's eyes and
ears assaulted by some of the
grisliest spectacles ever witnessed in peacetime. Watcliing
MTV, or any of the late-night
video wallows inflicted upon the
viewer by the idiots at the networks, is like watching the Viet
Cong perform some wretched
ballet by the Marquis de Sade.
The situation is deeply offensive to anyone whose critical
faculties have not been ravaged
by drugs or venereal disease,
and it has become intolerable to
an ever-increasing number of
citizens, who have resolved to do
something about it. Such newlyorganized groups as the Parents' Music Resource Center
and National Music Review
Council have been joined by the
National PTA in their efforts to

call the recording industry to
account for the gross excesses it
has permitted and promoted.
Feminist groups, usually quite
vociferous in their opposition to
other forms of pornography,
have been inexplicably silent on
the rock issue, although a clue
as to their sentiments may have
been provided a few months
back, when Ms. magazine gave
one of its "Outstanding Achievement" awards to Cynai Lauper.
One of Lauper's biggest hits, a
bit of caterwauling entitled "She
Bop," was a hymn to female
masturbation. Apparently, the
feminist movement only objects
to pornography which depicts
males and females together.
What citizens'groups are calling for, essentially, is a rating
system for records, similar to
that currently used for motion
pictures: i.e.. either a rating of
"R" or "PG ' for records containing objectionable content, or
such specific labels as "V" for
violent content, "D/A" for content glamorizing the use of
drugs and alcohol, and so forth.
The groups are also asking that
record stores display albums
with graphic covers a bit less
prominently, just as many con-

venience stores keep such magazines as Penthouse under
wraps (literally or figuratively).
Inevitably, the record companies, their "artists," and the
usual civil-liberties crowd, are
hollering at the top of their lungs
about "censorship" and the supposedly absolute protection of
the First Amendment. So much
for corporate responsibility.
The concern, nay, the anger of
the citizens! groups is not only
understandable, but long overdue. The current controversy
does not revolve around Fats
Domino recalling the rhapsodies
of Blueberry HOI, or K.C. and
the Sunshine Band exhorting
their audience to shake its cot
lective booty. The protests center on "songs" which extol the
alleged joys of sado-masochism,
suicide, perversion, and almost
unimaginable blasphemy. One
performer recommends sex at
noint; in fairness, however,
ould be noted that it would
be socially impossible for this
particular fellow to find a partner any other way.
However commendable the
goals of the citizens' groups, it is
unlikely that their protests will
do any good. Even if the record
industry decided to cooperate

I PONT
ASSOCIATE
WfTHGrVtf.

and. label the offensive records,
the result would probably be the
opposite of what the parents'
groups intended. Nothing would
Be more enticing to most teenagers than a bright red "warning label" advertising the shock
content of a record or videotape;
and, in a sort of cultural equivalent of Gresham's Law, the filth
would quickly drive out the quality material. Bruce Springsteen
and Dionne Warwick would soon
go the way of the "G"- rated
movie, and we would be left with
nothing but Prince squealing
about the pleasures of masturbation, and the heavy-metal
types sacrificing their drugaddled groupies to Satan.
Something must be done about
all this, but it will certainly
never be done in the offices of
the moral imbeciles of the record industry. The logical place
for parental action is In the
home. Petitions and pressure
groups will never take the place
of parental love and guidance although, sad to say. the pet
itions are ever so much easier.
Melden, a free-lance writer
from Chattanooga, Tenn., lives
in Bowling Green and is a columnist for the News.
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Women also harassed
by Marilyn Friedman
The recent arrests made at
the University for indecent exposure and soliciting sexual activity seem outrageously unjust.
Sexual behavior should not be
the subject of legal penalties
unless it involves someone's violation, harassment, or mistreatment.
Campus police officers and
Bowling Green police apparently spent more than a month
this summer lurking in the bathrooms of University Hall trying
to arrest people. According to
the Aug. 29 Toledo Blade, the
security operation began with
the complaints of one University
employee that he saw two pairs
of lees in one stall in the University Hall first floor men's room,
and that one or possibly two men
looked over into another stall.
This does not warrant the sort of
security operation that actually
ensued. The first complaint is
about a victimless crime. No one
seems to have been violated,
mistreated, or harassed by the
"two pairs of legs in one stall."
There is some harassment
going on when one person is
luiwulingly observed by another
while using the commode. But
this is not a sufficient reason to
mount an extensive undercover
operation which results in the
arrest of 11 men and the possible
ruin of their lives. There is no
certainty that the man or men
who looked into another stall
were even among those who
were arrested. None of those
arrested were charged with this
particular act
What about the actual charges
laid? Doesn't indecent exposure
and soliciting sexual activity
count as harassment? As far as
indecent exposure, it is not clear
what this even means in the
context of a public washroom.
In regard to soliciting sexual
activity, yes, there is something
harassing in this behavior. But
the soliciting involved cannot
have been more harassing than

the many forms of unwanted
sexual aggression which many
men inflict on many women on a
daily basis - on this campus and
throughout our society. There
are wolf whistles, catcalls, sexual innuendos, unwanted touching, intrusive remarks about
women's bodies, male stag parties, sexploitation of women's
bodies - not to mention the
clearly illegal acts like rape.
No woman is safe from the
sexual aggression of (many)
heterosexual men. Women who
are not considered attractive
enough to be the victims of sexual conquest are often victimized in a different, sex-related
way. They are often mocked,
ridiculed, or abused by men for
what men consider their sexual
undesirability.
These forms of heterosexual
male harassment of women are
so common in everyday life that
many people do not even regard
them as wrong. Women who
complain are not taken seriously
and may be further ridiculed.
There is no undercover security
operation going on to stop it. But
when one man complains about
possible sexual behavior in a
men's room, male security
forces act at once to suppress
the activity. The double standard of taking only heterosexual
men's sexual complaints seriously reinforces a culture
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Toe BG News editorial
page is your campus forum.

which is sexually harassing to
women.

Letters and guest columns
should be typewritten, double-spaced and signed. Your
address and phone number
must be included.

The idea of sexual activity in a
men's room conjures up images
of homosexuality in the minds of
many. The extreme overreaction of Bowling Green's two security forces seems to be the
result of our society's excessive
hatred of what it considers to be
homosexuality. But this is an
outrage.

Letters to the editor should
not be longer than 200 words
and columns should not be
longer than 500 words.
The News reserves the
right to reject submissions
that are in bad taste, malicious or libelous.

Homosexual soliciting is no
more harassing, in itself, than
heterosexual soliciting. In fact,
the latter Is overwhelmingly
more prevalent and more deeply
entrenched in our culture and
therefore, a much larger problem.
No sexual behavior should be
the subject of legal penalties
unless it involves the harassment, mistreatment, or violation of someone. When it does
not involve such treatment, the
law does not belong in the bedrooms, or bathrooms, of this
society.

All submissions are subject
to condensation, and opinions
printed do not necessarily
reflect those of the staff.
Please address submissions to:
Editorial Editor
The BG News
211 West HaB

Correction
It was incorrectly stated in
Wednesday's News that J.
David Reeves, a 1985 graduate of the University, was a
teaching assistant in the department of political science.

The real scandal is not what
certain men did or did not do in
the men's room of University
Hall, but that they were ever
charged with crimes in the first
place.

Reeves was actually a teaching assistant in the department of ethnic studies.

Friedman is an assistant professor of philosophy at the University and is Interim director of
Women's Studies.
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Sunglasses splash color on University
by Beth Thompson
reporter

A new business has splashed
its way into Bowling Green enabling its customers to view the
world in a more colorful way.
Robbie First and Mike Baldridge, both juniors, occupy a
lot of their spare time marketing
custom-designed sunglasses for
their own company, ''First Impressions." The technique they
use is called "splashing," in
which colorful plastic ink is applied to the glasses.
According to First, an RTVF
major and president of "First
Impressions," this sunglass
trend originated with surfers on
the Bast Coast.
In Bowling Green, the idea
materialized last fall when he
worked at a local T-shirt factory
called Screen Printed Products.
First they looked at catologs at
work to price sunglasses for
mail order. They later
"splashed" them themselves.
Eighty dollars were invested in
the first order of sunglasses and
they all sold within a week. The
profits from the first order were
reinvested into their next order.
First they placed an order for

more sunglasses and started
using the "splashing" technique
to custom-design each pair.
Baldridge, marketing major,
directs the marketing and sales
of "First Impressions." The
popularity of the sunglasses led
to ^'splashing" a line of clothing
for both men and women. The
new clothing line, called "Lee
Splash," features sweat fashions, such as shirts, long sweatshirt dresses, and cardigan
sweaters.
All of the products marketed
by "First Impressions" are ordered through mail-order catalogs and then custom-designed
by First and Baldridge.
Last spring semester, Baldridge and First combined efforts with friend Shawn Kungul,
senior RTVF major, and began
"splashing" a line of jewelry.
Most of the design production
of the "First Impressions" products went on this summer to
keep the work out of the way of
the schoolwork. During the summer, more than 500 pairs of
sunglasses were "splashed."
Balaridge works on the marketing and sales during the school
year.
In the past six months, First

and Baldridge have sold about
$3,000 to $4,000 worth of
"splashed" products.
All 88 different styles of sunglasses sell for less than $10 at
three locations in Bowling
Green. The "splashed" shirts
are priced under $25 although
prices may vary. Trie three locations are JT's carry-out, 405
Thurstin, Seasons-N-Styles, 123
S. Main St, and Cycle Werks, 134
E. Court St.
First's and Baldridge's designs are being sold in Florida,
Indiana and Michigan. Some of
the contacts are businesses and
some are college students promoting the sunglasses.
Future plans for First and
Baldridge include hiring University students to represent different organizations such as
sororities, fraternities and dormitories as fund-raising activities. As a representative, the
student would buy a starter kit
of sunglasses for $50, which includes 12 pairs of sunglasses.
Then the representative would
8D to businesses or organizaons and place orders. A representative's wages would
depend on the number of glasses
ordered.

BG News/Kevin Hopkins
Mike Baldrige. junior marketing major, and Robbie First, junior radio TV film major, display a sampling of
the 88 styles of First Impressions sunglasses that they market in Bowling Green and around the East Coast.
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Haircut

Reg. $10

OPEN M-SAT
DEL. 11:00
SUN
DEL. 12:00

FREE DEL.
352-4663

Hours
Fri./Sot. Sept. 20/21
210 MSC
8:00, 10:00
$1.50 w/ BGSU I.D.

Fri./Sat. Sept. 20-21
210 MSC
Midnight
$1.50 w/ BGSU I.D.

Dr. Strangelove

%
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*> Me QuW>
The Best Italian Subs in B.G.
Brings you the 'Olympic Event'
—our 4 ft. party sub. At $16.95

Mon. - 9:30 - 5:00
T, W, TH, - 9:30 - 6:30
Fri. - 9:30 - 7:00
Sat. - 9:30 - 4:00

THE HAIR REPAIR
"Where quality comes first"
located In the Stadium View Shopping Center

Thur., Sept. 19
Gish Theater
8:00
FREE

Lois

On the run?
Looking for answers?
Come! Experience
the new and exciting
things Jesus Christ
can bring to your

®

life.

LETS UVE GODS LOVE
TOGETHER

■mmt

n— itm a'jo

Leah

Suite

352*2566

crrx the society of
P* -' Professional Journalists
invites you to a discussion on
the Media's Impact on Hostage
Situations with former hostage

This Tasters' Delight comes with Ham,
Salami, Turkey, Swiss, Provolone cheese,
Mayo, Let., Tom., Onions, Peppers, & our
Italian dressing.
(please order 24 hrs. ahead)

HOWARD'S dub H
VOTED BEST BAR IN B.G.
presents:

Georgia Peach

Bill Niehouse
Monday, Sept. 23 at 7:30 p.m.
121 West Hall

Thurs., Fri., Sat.
September 19-21

* Following the discussion there will be an
informal meeting and social for all prospective
and current members.

210 N. MAIN
NO COVER

76th
YEAR

SHHH!! Mums the Word
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Cold King Kegs. 24 Returnables,

Sunday
Wine Sales
We Have Long Neck Returnables,
Coolers (Bartles and James,
Seagrams, California, White
Mountain and two-liter sun

•* dP
Continue the Tradition
You don't want your mom to be
the only mom without a mum
Buy Mums For Parent's Day
Sept. 20th - Sept. 28th
9:00 a.m. - 3:45 p.m.
l'Floor Business Administration

r

or

Student Services Forum

2 Liter Pepsi & Pepsi Light $1.09
Lay's Doritos

7w$1.09

6 pack R.C. Cola

$1.29

COLD BEER, WINE, 24 RETURNABLES,
WINE COOLERS, 2 LITER 4 PK, WHITE
MOUNTAIN

MYLES'

RACKETEERS
■si tK IN

IHfc DO. BUILDING

Your Porty Headquarters
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New postal routes distressing
by MdtaM McGUUvray
reporter

A sign In one of the residence
halls slates, "Mall will not be in
until after 3:30 p.m. for the rest
of the year."
The sign, accounting for the
postal delivery delay, has left
' students angry and disapThe mail has been arriving
later in the residence halls, between 3:30 and 4:30 p.m., because of a change In postal
routes by the Bowling Green
City Post Office.
FKLtSAT.
ONLY
12.00

Last year the mail arrived
between noon and 1 p.m.
Only federal mafl has been
affected by the change; campus
mail is being delivered at the
usual time.
Herb Wallace, supervisor of
delivery and mails for the city
post office, said the postal routes
are changed every three or four
years by the postmaster,
''according to the growth of the
city of Bowling Green."
Since Bowling Green keeps
growing, the postal routes mutt
be adjusted so the carriers can
more efficiently get the mall

MIPNITE QtiOW
MARLON BRANDO'S
ALL TIME
CLASSIC

MONTY
PYTHON
AND THE
HOLY GRAIL

J5S
EEK!

Bwu&r
7D
mFUTU**

LAST TANGO
IN PARIS
(R)

(R)

"We continually get calls and
get asked where (the mail) is,"
said Barb Colnar, a senior resident adviser public relations
major in McDonald West.
All the dorms on campus are
experiencing similar delays in
mail arrival and are receiving
complaints.
ACCORDING TO Colnar,
there is nothing the dorm office
workers can do about the late
arrival.
"We feel bad we can't give the
residents what they want or
what they're used to," she said.
A petition in McDonald West
with S3 names expressed the
students' dissatisfaction with
the new postal arrangement.
One of the residents, Carla
Brunarski, a freshman pre-med
student who started the petition,
calls the wait for mail "ridiculous."
She plans to continue the petition and then send a letter to the
post office objecting to the do-

>*
: beer. wmt; fht*t

PETER O'TOOLE
MAREL
a. HEKMQWAY
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-RARE
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Mil 10 DEMI
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Importuning, solicitation
and indecent exposure - the
misdemeanor offenses involved in eleven cases pending in Bowling Green as a
result of the University/Henna balls men's restroom Investigation - have
been In Ohio law since 1974.
Importuning as defined by
the Ohio Revised Code involves solicitation to engage
in sexual activity with a
member of the same sex,
.. when the offender knows
such solicitation Is offensive
to that person, or is reckless
in that regard."
ACCORDING TO Sandra
Scott, the Student Legal Services attorney defending Jamie Rttggtero, a University
graduate ttnfiwit charged
with soliciting, "Importuning
is aimed at homosexuals soliciting sex with another man
with knowledge that the man

is not a homosexual, or without knowledge or indication of
that man's sexual preference.
Importuning is of a more serious offense than solicitation
and Indecent exposure."
Maximum pttmWft for importuning are a sentence of
six months in Jail and/or a
One of $1,000, the code states.
"Solicitation involves a situation where money is exchanged for sexual contact,"
Scott said.
According to the Ohio Revised Code, a misdemeanor
offense of the fourth degree is
subject to a maximum sentence of 30 days In jail and/or
a maximum fine of $280.
"INDECENT EXPOSURE
is a typical flashing incident
and Involves the display of
genital areas in the presence
of another person," Scott
said. "The exposure is offensive to that person or in reckless disregard."
Indecent exposure also is a
misdemeanor of the fourth
degree.

The Getaway

W~ ■

EVES.— ADULTS S3.50
WEDS. — ADULTS $2.00

by Janet Pavaako
stan reporter
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"The soonest it will be arriving is between 3 and 4 o'clock for
at least a couple of months,"
Wallace said.
The post office is trying to
train their carriers for the new
route. After they are trained, the
mail should start arriving
sooner than 3:30 p.m., but not as
early as last year.

THURSDAY STUDENTS
WITH VALID IDS
ONLY J2.00

MICHAEL X
FOX

7:30 & 9:30

BECAUSE OF the re-routing,
some dorms did not receive
their mail until 7 p.m. or later
the second week of classes. Wallace explained this was only
because of the backload of mail
from the Labor Day holiday and
will not be a regular occurrence.

A small number of students
have called the post office to
be said, but they
r understand once the new
j situation la explained
to them.
Several resident advisers who
work at the resident hall desks
have also received complaints
from residents.
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Ohio laws determine
sex conduct charges
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50'off 1 dozen
Doughnuts with coupon
Expires 9/30

g&d&gfl1.

^f.SP

998 S. Main

MM msrimit \ i\m MIST.
37 »#>artt<£ex«*e*ce\

352-4162

! We deliver 7"am to 9" weekdays, 7" to 10"
Saturday, No delivery Sun.

BEAUTIFUL
FALL
FASHION
SWEATERS

i/i?* 104 S. Main St.
354-1232
FRIDAY SPECIAL
Prime Rib - Only $8.95

NOW
AVAILABLE

MM/ION s

(MANY IN-STORE SPECIALS)

•Of LARGEST
AND MOST
COMPLETE
IMPORT
FACILITY

352-7031

8c

/ /.»' KiiilriHul *»/.
Unulinn til'i'Vti. ( Hii<

NO COVER!

&&10,

«>i'»*i

FRIDAY-Happy Hours 5-8 P.M.
FREE APPETIZERS

r

FTD SERVICE AVAILABLE

k

/J
'
Now, choose the eye color
that's just tight for you.

Ask us about NaturalTlnt,Msoft
contact lenses by Bausch&Lomb.
Whan you wont to chong* your natural oyo color, livan up
your eyoi with NaturalTint »oft contact lamas. Available
in crystal blur aqua, jada and tabla. thay'll holp you look
your ba»t whila Improving your vision. Of court*, tho only
way to find out how good you'll look ii to try on a pair
of NaturalTint lantai for yourtolf. Call u« today for on
appointment.

Mixed
Bouquets

Burlington Optical Inc.

bunch

dozen

Daisies

pack

Order Your Parent's Day
Flowers Now!

Contact Spoclals
B 8, I Natural Tint Contacts
*75.88
B * L Extended Waar Contacts
'59.00
Perma Flex Extended-W*ar Contacts ..'... •89.00
Hydron Daily Wear Soft Lenses
»39.88
Provisional F—s & Sterilization Extra
Eyes Examined by Dr. S. Shift*

1*1*1. Weeeter, St*** Mm, BMrih| Greea SSM5SI
It— «. lUynaMi *4.. Tslsse HI-fM
1IU $ytvan4a A»a., Taiada 471-111S

$3.50
00
$5.
00
$2.

Carnations

c S' Fioifc
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University Activities Organization

Cash & Carry
;;

12953 KRAMER RD.
- B.G. -

i \n;»i

THURSDAY-Featuring D.V.S.

■ » —.»

IS YOUR IMPORT FEELING ILL?
WE HAVE THE CURE!!

D-A-L Applications
Deadline Tuesday, Sept. 24
What is a D-A-L?
Directors-at-Large
are not
"large" or small
they are:
•UAO representatives
• to campus organizations
•Leaders
•Organized

One semester of UAO experience
required. Applications are duo by
5:00 p.m. In the UAO office.
For more Information,
tall 372-2343.
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Law

Continued from page 1.

During its existence, the library has accumulated more
than 18,000 volumes, Mason
said. She is not sure when the
library was first established, but
said, "We have notes dating
back to 1911."
MASON SAID the library was
housed in the attic of the courthouse for about 60 years and had
expanded to include a Jury assembly room before moving into
its present location in 1979.
Mason said that the library is
free and open to the public and
that many persons from the
University use the library, Including majors in criminal justice, education and health, and
physical education.
"Sandra Scott (attorney for
the University's Student Legal

Services) and her predecessor
have spent many hours in here,"
Mason said.
Scott said she didn't have the
opportunity to use the library as
often as she would like, but
added that the law library would
be helpful for "anyone taking
constitutional law, business law
and real estate."
Mason said, "It's one of the
better county law libraries in
Ohio. Some counties have no law
libraries and others have parttime libraries."
Mason said many counties in
Ohio do not have county law
libraries, although the funding is
available in all counties under
the Ohio Revised Code. She said
there is a larger county law
library In Toledo, but it is often

overcrowded, and many Toledo
lawyers do research in Wood
County.
AVAILABLE AT the library
are microform materials of
lesser-known decisions in Ohio,
the Westlaw computer-assisted
legal research system, law Journals and treatise sections for
federal and state law, Mason
said.
"But three-quarters of the library are just case books," she
said.
According to patrons, the law
library serves all the needs of
Wood County.
"I have never found it necessary to go to Toledo to find
what I need.'said Tim Nusser,
law clerk for the Wood County
prosecutor.

On the lighter side of the issue,
Bridges said the locker room
situation would be interesting.
THE POSSIBILITY of girls
continuing on into college football is something Jones hopes he
will not have to deal with.
"As long as I'm trainer, I nope
a woman doesn't come out for
the team," he said.' 'Somewhere
down the line I'm sure a girl will
try, and I'm not sure that's
possible."
Larue said a girl would have
to be a "super girl" to play
college football. He doesn't see
that as a possibility in the near
future, at least until the year
2000, he said.

L INTO SAVINGS

o

Football Continued from page 1.
said he loves the sport as a
man's sport and, for the sake of
the team, doesn't think women
should play just to "make a
point."
"If the school board says it's
OK, then they'll get to play because we have a no-cut policy,"
Bridges said.
The school board in Knoxville
voted not to let the girls play this
season and will investigate the
dangers of girls playing further.
The board will vote again in the
spring before spring training

Churchill's

said. "And if the ;irls had an;
common sense, t ley wouldn
want to play."

K

from our deli

UnftadWhn

Eckrich Bologna
All meat & beef
$1." lb.
Boiled Ham
$1." lb.

O" Of M* fotwOO

MAKE YOUR DKEAK
TO DEKTLEY'S!

Fresh Pizza

12 in. two items
thin crust 2/$5.50
thick crust 2/56.50

County Line
Colby Cheese

$2.78 lb.

*

"\\ouaay
SvUrV

According to Mitchell,
girls should have enough intuition to stay away from the football field.
"The issue is based on le,
rights vs. common sense,"

You deserve a break and
Bentley's in the Holiday
Inn, has just the right
deals for you. Monday through
Saturday enjoy special drinks at special
prices! And, don't forget the Bentley's
Happy Hour, every night from 4-9 pm
featuring our famous Sip 'n Dip! Make
your break a "Bentley's break!"

f
L

from our bakery
presn
daily
Persian rolls
6/$1.29

TACO SHELLS
18ct. $1."

FALCONS
vs
MIAMI REDSKINS
1:30 p.m.
**•*•***

Betty Crocker
Fudge Brownie

mix
21.5 oz. 99*

- SKYDIVERS
• SHAKERS TO FIRST 2,500
(WEST SIDE)

$1."ea.
"Just like Mom's"

Bentley's in the Holiday Inn-Bowling Green
1550 E. Wooiter St. • Bowling Gr.sn, OH 43402 • 352-5211

rSUPER SATURDAY!

Cream pies
Lemon, Banana or
Coconut

U.S.D.A
Ground Beef Chuck

$1.Mlb.
CAINS
Potato Chips
3
/4lb. bag
$1."

Coke Cola
8 - V, litre bottles

Archway
Cookies

$1."&dep.

30* off

BE PART OF IT!

£ CoKe

each pkg.
"Just like Mom's"
Pepsi, Diet Pepsi,
Dr. Pepper, Hires,
Sunkist, Mountain Dew,
Slice, Diet Slice

Library Seminar

$1."
Kraft
Mac & Cheese
Dinner
7V* oz.

OhioPI-DASS

2/78*

FREE ADMISSION
OhioPl is an Ohio Public Information utility, developed by
OHIONET. The LIBRARY is an OHIONET Member Library.
OHIONET is a member-owned, member-governed regional library network, operating throughout the state of Ohio.

We offer the widest selection
of domestic & imported beer

Who would be interested in attending? Many researchers and
instructors in several disciplines, but surely those in the social
sciences, such as psychology, sociology, political science, business science, education, and possibly also those in statistics,
mathematics, and computer science.

Churchill's

September 25,1985
library;
Place:
TittK:

Jerome Library, BGSU

1141 S. Main Bowling Green
open daily 6am - 1 am

Room 210 B
—>*onl. Uctura 10-11:30 AM. HMHJ. on 11:30-12:30
2. Ucnira »• 3:30 PM. Hands on 3:30- 4:30
reaerouum. INM Fair 372-2362
MSMOR

Contact:

IkHIIOM I .;.ui,|. l..| 111"

i (s.ipi, whti

$1.

99*

A seminar is to be offered by the LIBRARY, to introduce FACULTY, STUDENTS, and LIBRARIANS to OhioPl and D A S S:
free of charge, with hands-on demonstrations and opportunity to hear and say more about what has been done to date, and
what is planned for the future.

$1.M

40«off
Cheer Detergent
Giant Size
M

Northern
Bath Tissue
4 pkg.

D A S S stands for Descriptive and Analytic Statistics System,
one of the services of OhioPl. OHIONET has developed a program for storing and manipulating statistics relating to the
state of Ohio, in part from the U.S. Census, in part from the
State Library of Ohio, in part from the Ohio Department of Education. There is much, much more to come.

Eckrich
Lean Supreme
Smorgas pack

prices effective through Sun. Sept. 22
JH'

thvm
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All's well who go to the Well
by Caroline Langer
staff reporter
To learn about living a healthy
life, go to tlie Well.
"Students can come to the
Well and we can give them an
idea how they can live more
'welMy.' We want to help people
Sain the initiative to live healthy
festyles," said Mary Ann
Frost, coordinator of the Wellness Center.
The Well is a holistic center; it
offers information on wellnessrelated topics, support and references to a professional if there
is a serious problem, but it does
not provide medical care, Frost
said.
"We hope to get people before
they have to go downstairs (to

the Health Center)," Frost said.
"The Well Is here to help college students learn good habits
now. because bad nabits are
hard to break," said Mike Conner, senior psychology major
and peer adviser at The Well.
Peer advisers are students who
present materials, make referrals and confer with students
about wellness-related questions
and concerns.
THE WELL has books, pamphlets and articles on topics
such as emotional well-being,
physical health, stress, time
management, sexual health,
abortion and human
relationships, Frost said. Speakers can also be contacted
through The Well to speak on a
variety of wellness-related top-

ics.
Lifestyle assessment questionnaires are available for students so that they can find what
areas in their lives could be
changed to make their lives
healthier, Frost said.
"We try to work with students
where they are at. Not everyone
is a track star and not everyone
wants to be. We let students set
any goal they want to - like lose
10 pounds - and we give them
information and support and let
them make, hopefully, rational
decisions and stick by them,"
Frost said.
Senior dietetics majors are
available once a week to talk
with students about nutrition-related issues, such as weight control or vitamins, Frost said.

MANDATORY MEETING
for all
fltftof- MAGAZINE
Sitting in the reception area of the Well, Mike Conner, senior psychology major, talks to a student about peer
counseling.

writers and photographers

Dateline

Tues., Sept. 24, 9 p.m.

Thursday, Sept. 19

Commons, Second Floor, West Hall

"S
DRUG

DORSEY

Washington Center Internship Information meeting
will be held in the Town Room
of the Union at 3:30 p.m.
David Hoard from the Washington Center will speak
about internships in Washington, D.C.

The Lenhart Classic Films
Series will present "Dr.
Strangelove," starring Peter
Sellers and George C. Scott at
8 p.m. in the Gish Film Theater. Admission is free.
Friday, Sept. 20
WFAL will sponsor a picnic
at the Mac Quad "beach"

from 5 to 8 p.m. for McDonald, Kohl and Off enhauer residents.
Dateline, a daily service of
the News, lists dates and
times of campus events. Submissions by all organizations
are welcome and must be
turned in typed and doublespaced one week prior to the
event.

500 E. WOOSTER
"BY THE TRACKS"

352-1693
NEW! LIQUID

OYSTER SHELL

OYSTER SHELL

CALCIUM w/D
SQ99
250 MG

CALCIUM w/D
SQ29
600 MG

CALCIUM
\#M<*\ WWUMTMI
500 MG

It's probably illegal, p
and definitely crazy.
rjtheUrnv«rsity,thefocurJy,
of nature and about
20 local ordinance*.

SOFT GELATIN CAPSULE
Mttlttl I'Ut'M

>99

IOO unwii

100 IUUIS
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"fiuyf* a Nttto luck, *«y ju*t
■night puff off a miroda

Natures Blend
SCHOOL
VITAMIN SALE
VITAMIN A
10.000 IU

IO0MMUUS

[88 g,w,TlM„,NE$399
MMIHI ITUO'MI

B COMPLEX
FORMULA #1
100 TUUTI

GARLIC -.-*-„
CAPSULES
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m

>99
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VITAMIN C
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VIT.E0IL
$Q99
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CHEWABLE
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CHILDRENS
CHEWABLE C-fQQ
VITAMINS *|"
100 TOUTS
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STRAWBERRY

f||00
SQ29

SUPER
THERA-VITE $069
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___■
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VITAMIN C
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VITAMIN C +~nn
TIMED IELEASE
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POB2 OTOOLE • MARIEL HBWNGWAY • VINCENT SPANO
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STARTS SEPTEMBER 20TH AT SELECT THEATRES

I

Elsewhere
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Soviet extortion Ohio approves exhaust tests
high, report says
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Soviets have been much more
successful than previously
thought in stealing Western
technology and as a result,
"we are subsidizing the military buildup of the Soviet
Union," Defense Secretary
Caspar Weinberger said yesWeinberger released a
study asserting the Soviets
have targeted specific American defense contractors and
universities; are acquiring
thousands of technical reports that are not classified
but are useful, and are diverting high-tech equipment designed for one purpose but
which can be used in weapons
"By their own estimate,
more than 5,000 Soviet military research projects each
year are benefiting significantly from Western acquired technology,"
Weinberger said at a news
conference.
The report said that while
comprehensive figures are
not available, the Soviets estimate they saved at least $640
million in 1980 alone on selected military research projects by obtaining Western
technology.
NEITHER WEINBERGER
nor Assistant Defense Secretary Richard Perle, who later
briefed reporters on the
study, would elaborate on the
sources used to measure the
Soviet effort.
But the report said Perle,
should lead to efforts by the
United States to "even up"
the number of Soviet diplomats allowed to operate here

compared with the Americans in the Soviet Union. The
United States and its allies
should also consider "a system of blacklisting" to prevent Soviet agents who are
expelled from one country
from gaining posts in another
allied nation, he added.
Perle said he would recommend that Reagan not discuss
any broader scientific and
educational ties with the Soviets when he meets with Soviet
leader Mikhail Gorbachev in
November.
The study was described as
the product of a special Technology Transfer Intelligence
Committee including officials
from the Pentagon, the CIA
and 20 other U.S. agencies.
Much of the general information in the study was disclosed previously. But it gave
what it called more examples
of how the Soviets collect
information and products and
what they do with such technology.
FOR EXAMPLE, the report said the Soviets somehow secured documentation
on the weapon-controlling radars used on the Navy's F-A18 jet fighter. It said the documents served "as the technical basis for new look-down,
shoot-down engagement radars for the latest generation
of Soviet fighters.
Using technical studies
published by the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration, the Soviets copied the wing structure of an
experimental U.S. plane
known as the YC-14 for a new
generation of short-takeoff
jets, Perle said.

A to Z
DATA CENTER
- Coupon -

7\

Papers * Thesis • Dissertations
' 2 day turn around on papers
$1 off with minimum $10 order

■t»s

Expires: Oct. 10
,CALL FOR MORE DETAIL^.

352-5042/&&?

COLUMBUS (AP) - A state
Senate committee yesterday approved 5-4 a bill that will require
drivers in Ohio's two largest
metropolitan areas to have their
vehicle exhaust tested beginning
in 1987.
But the Senate Committee on
Energy, Natural Resources and
Environment included in the bill
a provision that requires Ohio
Attorney General Anthony Celebrene to go to court to head off
the emissions tests in five counties around the cities of Cleveland and Cincinnati.
Sen. Robert Burch, D-Dover,
who offered the amendment requiring a court challenge, said it
demonstrates the state's opinion
that the testing is unnecessary.
"I don't see the justification or
need for this program at all...,"
be said. "I think we ought to
have a chance to press this point
before United States District
Court"
Toe UJS. Environmental Protection Agency has threatened
to withhold an estimated $245
million in federal funds from
Cuyahoga, Hamilton, Butler,

Lake and Lorain counties unless
the emissions tests begin. The
EPA wants the tests as part of
an effort to clean up the air in
the two cities to meet federal air
quality standards.

ings that occurred during what
lawmakers say was an unusually hot, humid summer in 1962.
Ozone is an airborne pollutant
that can be especially harmful
to people with chronic lung ailments.

THE HOUSE Commerce and
Labor Committee also must act
on its version of the auto emissions bill before a session of the
Ohio General Assembly scheduled for Nov. 12.
Burch and other lawmakers
say the testing is unnecessary
because the EPA bases the need
for it on excessive ozone read-

Under the bill, motorists will
be required to have their vehicles tested annually at designated testing stations. The
stations must be located within
five miles of each resident of
Cuyahoga and Hamilton counties and within 10 miles of each
resident of the other three coun-

INFORMATION MEETING
8:00 Thursdays
070 Overman
Trip to ASPEN Jan 4-12

ski ya there!

CONGRA TULA TIONS

LISA TITTERINGTON
on being named EX 2Wy
V\I* r* So proud of u

Alpha Delt Love,

Big Melinda &
Your Twin Nancy
snaa vHdivsnao

VHJIV

sxiao VHdiv snaa
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VHJIV SUM
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Our undergraduate officer corrunissioning program
gives you the opportunity to get more than a B.A. or
B.S. It gives you a chance to get a career started plus:
■ Earn $100 a month during the school year
■ Lets you take civilian flying lessons

■ As a freshman or sophomore,
lets you complete your bask
training during two six-week
summer sessions

The tests, which cannot cost
more than $10, will determine
whether a vehicle meets federal
emission standards. Sen. Robert
Ney, R-Bamesville, said the estimated 20 to 25 percent of vehicles that fail the tests will have
to be serviced so they meet the
standards.
Motorists will have 60 days
before they renew their license
plates to have the tests done and
must present proof their cars
passed in order to renew their
plates.

B.G./.U. /HI CLUB

D€LTS ALPHA DELTS ALPHA DELTS ALPHA KITS ALPHA

~L'aruna

ties.

Parent(s)-of-the-Year
Essay Contest
due Friday, Sept. 20
Winners receive:

•dinner at Aspen and Kaufman's
•tickets to Parent's Day Football Game
•tickets to Parent's Day Show

call 372-2343
for more information

■ Letsyougetinlineforoneofour graduate programs
as a junior
So, if you're looking for a chance to lead, check out
the Marine Corps undergraduate officer program. You could start off making more
than $17,000 a year^
from the start

Earn a degree
In leadership.

\Wre looking for a ten good men.

IbdMaPtmry'stBaFiaUril

-

<fis^s
Wildlife'*

I
:•
*

FEATURING:
Thirst-Day
18 & over free
w/college I.D.
25'night (Dixie Cup)
FRIDAY
"Rock Night"
*
18 & over
SATURDAY
BEACH PARTY
with DJ's from WFAL
18 & over
L BEEF UP YOUR WEEKEND HERE! L

See Capt. Power or It. Bembonek Sept. 24, 25 at the University Union or call collect (313) 668-2211.
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TAKE A BREAK FROM THE BOOKS!
TAKE A MINI COURSE...

The University Activities OrgMizitioo will be sponsoring ■

five week series of mini courses stirtiif September 30th tad
continuing through October 31st. No credit will be offered for
these courses, because they are designed strictly to give you an
opportunity lo lean a new skill la your leisure time.

COOKING RIGHT ALONG!

Preparing the same old thing every night? Need some new
ideas? In this course you'll learn how to make several malaysian
and oriental dishes. Cooking demonstrations and instructions
will show you how easily you can become a gourmet cook I
Day and Time: Monday 6-8 pm.
Date of First Class: Sept. 30
Number of classes: 5
Course charge: $25.00
Instructor: Ing Wan Ong

WHAT'S YOUR RACQUET

Tennis will be after you take this beginning tennis course.
Class instruction will include racquet selection, scorekeeping,
basic strokes, and playing strategies. This course will be offered
two different times so please specify when registering which one
you are interested in.
Day and Time: Mon. and Wed. 6:30-7:30 or Tues. and Thurs.
6:00-7:00
Date of First Class: Sept. 30 or Oct. 1
Number of classes: 10
Course charge: $20.00
Instructors: Tim Bodnarik or John Farmer

BEGINNING PHOTOGRAPHY

Learn how to select an appropriate camera, or operate your
own from a man who has been in film and photography for 20
years. Several aspects of basic shooting techniques, lighting
selection, and film speeds are only a few of the topics that will be
covered.
Day and Time: Mon. and Thur. 7:30-8:30
Date of First Class: Sept.30
Number of classes: 10
Course charge:$40.00
Instuctor: Michael Dennison

BASIC TYPING SKILLS

Having problems getting your term paper typed? Learn how
to properly space and type your own paper or business letter in
this course.
Day and Time: Thur. 6:30-8:30
Date of First Class: Oct. 3
Number of classes: 5
Course charge: $13.00
Intructor: Linda Swart

ARCHERY

Learn how to correctly use a bow and arrow in this course.
Class time will include instruction on how to appropriately shoot
as well as shooting practice.
Day and Time: Tues. and Thurs. 8:00-9:00
Date of First Class: Oct. 1
Number of classes: 10
Course charge: $15.00
Instructor: Nancy Phillips

BEGINNING NEEDLECRAFT

Start your Christmas presents early! Learn basic cross
stitching and chicken scratching in this course. Some supplies
will need to be purchased.
Day and Time: Mon. 6:00-8:00
Date of First Class: Sept. 30
Number of classes: 5
Course charge: $15.00
Instructor: Bridgett Lee

FIRST AID

Learn how to apply first aid techniques in this course.
Instruction will include both lecture and demonstrations.
Day and Time: Mon. and Wed. 7:00-8:00
Date of First Class: Sept. 30
Number of classes: 10
Course charge: free
Instructor: Nancy Longman

BEGINNING PIANO

Pick up a musical talent by learning basic finger dexterity and
playing scales in this piano course. Instruction and practice will
give you the introduction you need to start your piano career.
Day and Time: Wed. 9:00-10:00 and Thurs. 8:30-9:30
Date of First Class: Oct. 2
Number of classes: 10
Course charge: $20.00
Instructor: Lynn Fox

ASPECTS OF BICYCLING

Learn how to select, repair and ride your bike safely in this
course. A local bicycling professional will show you how, and let
you try it for yourself. He'll also educate you on what
opportunities are available to you for bicycling.
Day and Time: Tues. 7:00-9:00
Date of First Class: Oct. 1
Number of classes: 5
Course charge: $15.00
Instructor: David Pickering

News Briefs
Smokehouse explodes, 39 injured

Insurance rates up in 2 Ohio cities
(AP) - Auto insurance rates in Canton and Toledo rose at a
faster clip from 1960-1965 than In any other Ohio metropolitan
area, but Cuyahoga County automobile owners still pay the
highest premiums, according to a study from the Ohio Insurance
Institute.
In that period, Toledo rates rose 33.6 percent, while Canton
rates lumped 31.9 percent, the institute said.
Toledo drivers are now paying an average $453 in yearly
dums, compared with $339 in 1960. Canton drivers are paying
i a year, compared with $345 in 1960. Cleveland drivers pay
i a year, but their rates rose 22.3 percent in the five years,
_j|» the state average.
Premium costs in Columbus rose 31.5 percent, from $317 to (417.

FAIRFIELD, Ohio (AP) -Fire investigators say they found
traces of a potentially volatile farm fertilizer in a brick smokebouse that blew up during a firefighters' training exercise,
injuring 39 people and causing up to $3 million In damage.
The explosion Monday night drilled a crater 12 feet deep and 30
feet wide, shattered windows a quarter-mile away ana forced
some businesses at the nearby Carillon Plaza shopping center to
dose because of a danger that the buildings around them might
collapse from the damage.
City Manager Robert Gerhardt said yesterday that the fertilizer bad not been pinpointed as the cause of the explosion, but "it
was an old farm and there could be residue of that fertilizer
around," he said.

Families plan federal appeal

Puerto Rico to get Ponderosas

CINCINNATI (AP) - Families who sued the manufacturer of
the anti-nausea drug Bendectin, alleging it caused birth defects in
their children, plan to appeal a federal judge's rejection of their
request for a new trial.
U.S. District Judge Carl B. Rubin on Tuesday turned down the
request for a new trial. He also refused to overturn a jury's
unanimous decision in his court March 12 in favor of Merrefl Dow
Pharmaceuticals Inc., manufacturer of Bendectin.
The jury decided that the families failed to prove allegations
that Bendectin caused the birth defects.
"We anticipated this, and we will appeal," Stanley Chesley, one
of the lawyers for the families, said of Rubin's ruling.
The appeal goes to the 6th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals, also
located in Cincinnati.

DAYTON (AP) - A Puerto Rican business partnership has
agreed to establish 22 Ponderosa steakhouse restaurants in
Puerto Rico, in addition to three already there, Ponderosa Inc.,
announced yesterday.
Officials of the Dayton-based restaurant chain said they concluded the agreement Tuesday in conjunction with the opening of
the third Ponderosa steakhouse restaurant in Puerto Rico.
Company officials said the exclusive franchise agreement is
with the BMJ Group, a five-year-old partnership formed by three
Puerto Rican developers.
Ponderosa Inc. and its subsidiaries operate 430 steakhouse
restaurants In the United States, plus three in England, and
franchise another 201 steakhouse restaurants in 25 states, Puerto
Rico and Canada.

Toledo to battle in quest for land

Jackson commissioner nixes tax

TOLEDO (AP) - Toledo has declared war on Michigan,
preparing to do battle on a college football gridiron for a piece of
tana lost to its northern neighbors 150 years ago.
Toledo City Council has challenged Michigan to wager a parcel
of land known as the Lost Peninsula in a winner-take-all bet on the
annual Ohio State-Michigan football game. The tiny piece of land
juts out into Lake Erie just north of 149th Street in Toledo.
If Ohio State University wins the Nov. 23 clash in Ann Arbor,
Mich., Michigan must agree to hand over the peninsula to Ohio,
the resolution says. If the University of Michigan wins, Ohio and
Toledo will "forever waive claim'' to the land. The resolution
passed unanimously.
The declaration of war has its roots in an 1835 border dispute
known as the Toledo War.

JACKSON, Ohio (AP) - Jackson County officials appealed to
the Ohio Supreme Court yesterday, and one office holder has
started paying employees out of his own pocket as the county
inches closer to running out of money.
The commissioner who has repeatedly voted against an emergency sales tax said he will refuse to accept a state loan unless a
wage freeze is imposed, the work week reduced and judges agree
not to issue more court orders for money.
The county, facing a 1200,000 deficit, may have to lay off 40
employees by Friday, when money for salaries for the county's
204 employees runs out. county officials have said.
The county auditor, clerk of courts, recorder, sheriff and board
of elections Bled a petition with the high court to order the
commissioners to either impose a 1 percent sales tax or otherwise
fund county government.

CIAW employees on strike

Athens Co. insurance dropped

LIMA (AP) - Union emp'oyees at the General Dynamics Corp.
tank plant in Lima walked of! their jobs yesterday after a vote by
the union council.
Secretary Janet Waymere of United Auto Workers local 2075
said the UAW union council voted unanimously yesterday to set
up pickets at the tank plant, which produces the Army's M-l main
battle tank.
The strike began at 2:30 p.m.
There had ueen a brief strike over the weekend, followed by a
wildcat walkout that began Sunday night and ended after a judge
limited picketing at the plant Monday afternoon.
General Dynamics and the UAW reached tentative agreement
on a national pact early Sunday.
About 3,500 people work at the plant. Some 2,500 are represented by the union.

ATHENS, Ohio (AP) - Athens County Commissioners have
dropped the county's comprehensive liability insurance.
Commissioners yesterday awarded bids for other insurance at
a price of $31,835. Liability coverage would have cost an additional $167,012 - money the commissioners said the county does not
have.
Bids for insurance were opened last week and showed a
dramatic increase in cost. Officials said higher rates trace to a
federal court ruling eliminating sovereign immunity, a protection
local governments had against lawsuits.
Last year, the cost of all insurance - including comprehensive
general liability - totaled $30,212.
Commissioners agreed to buy insurance for buildings and
contents that provides coverage in case of fire, vandalism or
other damage.

PROFESSOR PUBLISHING PUTS
THE CLASS INTO COURSE MATERIALS
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The Classiest of Class Readers

Barney's

CHECKOUT
OUR MANY
NEW
RELEASES

We Carry

Video

and VHS
Tapes

Collect 9 stars and got FREE movie!

####6)

Can't find a parking place at your favorite
video store? Barney's has plenty of free,
convenient parking)

RENTAL RATES
Same Day

99*

(must be hi before 5 p.m.)

Overnight
Wee
Weekend

'1.99
'3.49

f 10 For One Year Membership
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Both Beta

•Minimum Expenditure to Scholar
•Gratis to Educators
•Rapid Accommodations
•Gratis Acquisition & Final Presentation
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kinko's copies

325 E. Wooster
354-3977

AAeadowview Courts
Apartments
Call now at 352-1195

•Two Bedroom Unfurnished
$265 plus gas and electric
Landlord pays water and sewage
All residents have the privilege of
using The Cherrywood Health Spa
located at fl* and High St.
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9-4:30
214 Napoleon Rd.

MIXOLOGY

Worried that you don't know how to make certain drinks
when entertaining? Want to learn to select an appropriate wine
or glass to serve your drink in? This course will teach you how to
mix, select and serve alcohol appropriately.
Day and Time: Tues. and Thurs. 8:00-9:00
Date of First Class: Oct. 1
Number of classes: 10
Course charge: $40.00
Instructor: Jeff Lipton
•••You must be 21 to take this course.

CPuisanQuartz
It's True!
Golden Elegance for
under $100!

GOLF

Always wanted to play but were too scared to learn? Take this
class and learn golf etiquette, club selection and proper swing
techniques.
Day and Time: Mon., Tues., and Wed., 6:00-8:00
Date of First Class: Sept. 30
Number of classes: 5
Course charge: $20.00
Instructor: Jack Sikora

SIGN LANGUAGE

Fluency in signing is acquired over a long period of time. You
will start working toward that goal in this course that provides
bask introduction to manual sign and communication with deaf
people.
Day and Time: Wed. 7:00-9:00
Date of First Class: Oct. 2
Number of classes: 5
Course charge: $25.00
Instructor: Mary Jo Sports

Po~L, Puff
m fUf. Si.
3.12-6225

57
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We know. You never thought you could find luch fashion, to tuny nyla.
fine quartz accuracy for under $100. Well, Puliar fives it all to you. See these
beautiful bracelet models and more (real values at KLEVUt'S JEWELRY.
At these prices you can afford more than oat.
Mvt oa row wMoh tusifc—i M Kfcrw'it
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German
couple
defects

BONN, West Germany
(AP) -The government rejected a request to tap the
telephone of a couple who
defected to East Germany,
although the husband had
been suspected for years. She
was a secretary in Chancellor
Helmut Kohl's office and he
worked for a foundation
linked to a party in the conservative government coalition.
West Germany's growing
spy scandal began early in
August with the first of several defections and there are
increasing demands that Interior Minister Friederich
Zimmerman resign. One defector was Hans-Joachim
Tiedge, the man in charge of
catching East German spies.
Hans Neusel, the ministry
official, told a news conference that Herbert Willner had
been under surveillance sporadically for 12 years and
Tiedge, who defected Aug. 19,
was fit charge of the case.
He said Kohl was informed
Aug. 28 that Mrs. Willner was
being watched because her
husband was suspected of
spying for communist East
Germany, but agreed with
ministry officials that there
was not enough evidence to
Justify tapping the couple's
phone or reading their mail.
Willner, 45, was a secretary
in the domestic affairs department of the chancellery.
BY THAT time the Willners
were out of the country. They
left Aug. 12 for a vacation In
Spain and are believed to
have gone to East Germany
at the end of the month, Neusel said, adding that Tiedge
may have warned them.
Hans-Juergen Foerster, a
spokesman for chief federal
prosecutor Kurt Rebmann.
said a search of the Willners'
apartment revealed equipment that could be used for
spying, including a container
suitable for concealing microfilm, sensitive documents and
a large amount of money.
The Willner case is the first
time a spy has been found in
the chancellery since Guenter
Guillaume, a top aide to
Chancellor Witty Brandt, was
exposed in 1974. Brandt resigned and now is chairman
of the opposition Social Democrat Party.

Submarine dismantling ordered
WASHINGTON (AP) - President Reagan, adhering to his
pledge last June to continue
abiding by the SALT arms
agreements, has ordered the
Navy to begin dismantling an
older Poseidon submarine to
make way for the new ballistic
missile sub Alaska, the Defense
Department said Tuesday.

As a result, the Alaska will
begin sea trials soon in the Atlantic off Groton, Conn, .spokesman Robert Sims said.
Pentagon sources, who spoke
on condition they not be identified, said the Trident missile
sub's sea trials were expected to
start this week.
In a statement released by

Sims, the Pentagon said work
already has begun in Charleston, S.C, to dismantle the submarine Sam Rayburn to remain
within limits on nuclear warbeads and submarine-based
missiles set by the SALT I and B
agreements. Missiles of that
submarine are being removed at
the Charleston Naval Shipyard,

Britain halts diplomatic ejections
LONDON (AP) - Britain
called a halt yesterday to the
exchange of diplomatic expulsions mat began when the
KGB's top agent in London defected. The end came after the
Soviet Union ordered six more
Britons out, making the score 3131.
The Kremlin, in its first major
diplomatic entanglement since
Mikhail Gorbachev assumed
power March 11, took the unusual decision to retaliate in
equal numbers to Britain's expulsion of 25 alleged Soviet spies
last Thursday and six more on
The Foreign Office said after
Moscow completed the second
round yesterday that it would
not evict any more Soviets, insisting that it had not backed
down and that Britain had come
out ahead.
The cycle of elections reduced
the number of British citizens in

Moscow from 103 to 72 and the
number of Soviets in London
from 234 to 203.
Britain started the scrap by
expelling 25 alleged Soviet
agents test Thursday on information provided by Oleg
Gordievskl, 46, identified by the
Foreign Office as the KGB station chief in Britain who defected recently and received
political asylum. Gordievskl Is
reported to have been a double
agent for up to 15 years.
THE SOVIET Union responded on Saturday, ignoring
London's warning not to retaliate and ordered an equal number of Britons out of Moscow.
On Monday, Prime Minister
Margaret Thatcher's government expelled six more men it
said were second-rank intelllSence operatives, and the Kremn matched that yesterday by

ejecting six more Britons.
Those declared unwelcome by
both sides were allowed three
weeks to leave.
It was the biggest spy confrontation between Britain and
the Soviet Union since 1971,
when London kicked out 105 alleged Soviet spies. The Kremlin
reacted mildly, expelling only 18
Britons, 10 of whom had already
left the Soviet Union, and the
matter ended there.
The only expulsions since
were in a series of exchanges
between 1961 and April of this
year that cost the Soviets 12
alleged spies and Britain 8.
Sir Geoffrey Howe, Britain's
foreign secretary, said Wednesday in London: "The Soviet
Union must bear the full responsibilty for this lamentable episode. This severe setback to
United Kingdom-Soviet relations was not of our choosing."

It said.
•THE DISMANTLING of the
Sam Rayburn allows the United
States to remain within all the
limits of the agreements," it
said. "The Alaska will be commissioned (into active service)
in late 1M5 or early IMS and will
be assigned to the Pacific Fleet
based at Bangor, Wash."

ON JUNE 10, Reagan had
announced that "to provide adequate time for the Soviets to
demonstrate by their actions a
commitment to Join us in an
interim framework of true mutual restraint, we will plan to
deactivate and dismantle,
according to agreed procedures."

Woman in coma
raped, pregnant
WARREN, Ohio (AP) - A 24-year-old quadraplegic woman
who has been in a coma since 1979 has been found to be more
than four months pregnant, and police say they are treating the
case as a rape.
"We are treating this as a rape because she has no ability to
consent," Warren Police Chief Richard Galgozy said yesterday.
Galgozy said the victim was from the Warren area, but be
refused to identify her because of a policy against naming rape
victims.
"Nothing like this has ever happened before, nothing even
close," said Robert Damore. general counsel for Health Enterprises of America Inc., which owns the Gillette's Country Place
nursing home. The company has posted a reward and hired a
private investigator for information leading to the arrest and
conviction of the rapist
The victim has been a patient at the borne since 1979 after
suffering injuries in an automobile accident, Damore said
Galgozy said her pregnancy was discovered by X-ray last week
after she was transferred to a local hospital for tests and
treatment of an illness.
HEALTH ENTERPRISES of America owns 62 nursing homes
in six states, Damore said. The Country Place nursing home has
about 210 patients and 150 employees. Only a raw of the
employees are women, he said.

If Elizabeth Barrett
and Robert Browning had
AT&T's 60% and 40% discounts,
it would have been a terrible
loss for English literature.

"Mrs. Willner worked in
the nerve center of the government. We are happy mat
(the East Germans) have
lost" an agent in the chancellery through her defection,
Neusel said
Bonn's counter-intelligence
agency, the Office for the
Protection of the Constitution, asked the Interior Ministry on May 17 for
permission for the special
surveillance, he said.
WEST GERMAN authorities announced Tuesday that
the Winners had written letters saying they had defected.

We give you
more...

16 oz.
BOTTLES
Pepsi, Diet Pepsi,
Dr. Pepper, Mt. Dew,
7-Up, Diet 7-Up,
Orange Crush,
A&W Rootbeer,
Slice & Diet Slice

Vb more pop for
the same price
■00*.

FREE DELIVERY
$2.50 minimum

And of course, she wouldn't have had to
restrict her feelings to a mere sonnets
length, either.
After all, you can always think of one
more way to tell someone you love them
when you're on the phone.
Let us count the ways you can save.
Just call weekends till 5pm Sundays, or
from 11pm to 8am, Sunday through Friday,
and youll save 60% off AT&Ts Day Rate

on your state-to-state calls.
Call between 5pm and 11pm, Sunday
through Friday, and youll save 40% on your
state-to-state calls.
So when you're asked to choose a long
distance company, choose AT&T. Because
with AWs 60% and 40% discounts, you
can satisfy your heart's desire without
exhausting your means.
Reach out and touch someone*

1 FREE POP

AT&T
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Ruggers get streetwise
before facing Redskins

FIND A B.G. DATE

This weekend Bowling
Green's rugby team went Into
the cities looking for some
tough battles and got them.
The Falcons edged city
squads from Toledo and Akron by the scores of 6-4 and 4-3
respectively. They also tied
the Cleveland Rovers 7-7.
BG's only laugher was a 2W)
bulldozing of Sandusky-Firelands.
The Falcons weren't scheduled for the inter-city swing,
but a late cancellation by
Notre Dame forced BG to
scramble for opponents.
While unhappy with Notre
Dame's last minute cancellation, Falcon coach Roger
Mazzarella said playing the
three city teams would actually benefit the Falcons in the
end.
"Each squad had a tougher
match than they would have
had against the Irish and that
will be to our advantage this
weekend against Miami," he
said. "The matches also gave
us a good way of evaluating
our overall level of fitness
and it is not what it needs to
be to beat Miami."
The Falcons fell behind
early against Cleveland's top
city squad, the Rovers, on the
strength of a penalty kick by
prop Mike Caprine
HOWEVER, BG took a 4-3

Who are the ten most compatible men or women for you at BGSU
Find out for only $3,001
Just fill out the answer sheet below and let our computer determine who they are.
The fact that the person's name appears on your list is a great conversation starter.
REMEMBER, if you don't participate, your name will not be on anyone's list.
Send your answer sheet and $3 00 now.
Deadline for receiving answer sheets is September 28, 1985
You will receive your printout within five days of the deadline date.
INSTRUCTIONS:
Answer all questions below.
Fill out name, address, sex, class, and (optional) phone number. All addresses and
answers will be kept confidential. Addresses will be used ONLY to mail your print-out
back to you.
3 Send answer sheet along with $3.00 cash, check, or money order to:
DATA MATCH
1089 Fairfield Drive
Marysville, Ohio 43040
You will receive a printout of the ten most compatible men or women for you. Each
printout will contain ten students' names, each with a phone number (if supplied),
class, and a compatibility rating
Art you
1 male
2l«n»
Doee ii ftolfter you trtwn others smoke''
i yes
2. no

18.

Where would you moat like to go on a date?
1 bar
2. party
3. dinner
4. movie
5. stay home with my data

3 sometimes

19.

How do you feel about freternlttes/sororltles?
1. they're all snobs
2. good for some people only
3. they're okay
4. not sura
5. I'm a brother/sisier and I love it

1 consume slcohol
I, never
2 sometimes
3. frequently
4. slmoel every day
WtUch Is most Imporlsnt m Me?
1. money
3. health
Which best describes your attitude toward school?
1 I want to excel
2 I want to do well
3.1 |ust want to get by
4 I don't care
My parents are:
1 the greatest
3 out of touch

2. fairly understanding
4. the worst

I think money Is:
1. very Important
3. not important

2 a nice thing to neve
4 the root of all evil

Where do you go to meet new men or women friends?
1 school
2. bars
3 parties
4 football/basketball games

The section of the newspaper I reed first Is:
t. the front page
2. aporta

The biggest drswback to casual aex la:
1. it la morally wrong
2. lear of disease
3 pregnancy
4 no drawbacks
5 lack ol partner

25

How do you feel about singles bars?
1. great place to meet people
2. meat market
3. never been to one
4 my second home 5. no opinion

Is it okay for a woman to ask a man out?
1 yes
2 no
3. not sure

26.

Abortion should be:
1. up to the women
2. the couple's decision
3. illegal
4. not sure

27.

I am moat comfortable with:
i. average people
2. the "In" group
3. intellectuals
4. bums

4. not important
28.

Who can reelly make you laugh the moat?
1. David Letterman 2. Johnny Carson
3. Edie Murphy
4 Joan Rivers

13

My main ambition is to:
1. make money
2 get a |ob that I like
3. find and wifemusband
4 graduate

29.

Do you find youraetl:

When it comes to marriage I:
1 will definitely get married
2 will probably gel married
3 probably won't get married
4 will never get married

30.

What type of community did you come Irom?
t farm
2. small town
3 suburb
4. inner city

16

I worry moat about:
1 getting good gredes
2 having financial security
3 being popular
4 finding the perfect mate

What characteristic do you look for moat in a friend?
1. loyalty
2. sense of humor

We Deliver

352-7571

4. sensitivity

•JONIGHT - "Dime Slime Night"/
•

Draft Specials, 50c Schnapps

•

7 - 9 p.m.

I consider myself
1. outgoing and witty
2. shy and quiet
3. studious and reserved
4. rude and obnoxious

32

Levels
1 just an exaggerated emotion
2 the answer to all my troubles
3. beautiful and sweet
4 the reason tor a lot of sadness

17

PAGLIAI'S

2 following

3. getting In the way
4. dispassionately observing

3. generosity

15.

Try our fabulous tubs and keep this 32 ox., plastic collectors Coke Mug
full of Coke Tree. Offer limited while supplies last.

|

How do you feel about religion?
1. very important
2. Important
3 okay
4 not Important

31

352-7571

Free quart of
Coke with any Large Pizza

12

1 leading

Fits dillviry ifttr lli.m

945 S.Maln

Free 32 oz.
Mug of Coke
with any 7" Sub
Free Delivery w/coupon

4 Ann Landers/Dear Abby
How do you feel about your aex life?
1 ecstasy
2 satisfying
3. lousy
4. non-existent

Physical attractiveness is:
1. very Important
2 fairly Important
3. somewhat important

NEW YORK (AP) - Patrick
Ewing, saying he is not St. Patrick let alone a franchise savior,
signed a contract vesterday with
the New York Knicks that
makes him the highest-paid
rookie ever in pro basketball
and one of the richest ever in
professional sports.
The value and length of the
contract were not disclosed by
Ewing, the Knicks or ProServ
Inc., the Washington-based
agency that handled the negotiations for the 7-foot center from
Georgetown University. Estimates ranged from five to seven
years and from f 12 million to $15
million.
Bat at a Madison Square Garden news conference announcing the signing, Donald Dell,
chairman of ProServ, said Ewing "will be the highest-paid
rookie ever in the NBA."
Ewing, regarded as the best
defensive center to come out of
college since Bill Russell in the
1950s, said he felt no pressure to
turn around the Knicks' fortunes
by himself. New York finished
24-68 last year and earned the
right to draft Ewing No. 1 in the
National Basketball Association.

<&

24.

Clark, Scott Ault, and Kevin
Beehler all scored tries and
fly half Steve Carte booted
the conversion and a drop
kick field goal.
AGAINST TOLEDO, rookie
loose forward Mark Petrahai
pounced on a fumble for a try
and Haroon Khan booted a
conversion as BG edged Toledo.
In the Akron match, the
Falcons' diminutive rookie
fullback Mike Sylvester
twisted his way through the
Zip defense for a try and BG's
only points in the 4-3 victory.
"I expected a nice easy
match, Dirt everytime one of
us touched the ball there were
five BG guys all over him,"
said Akron's All-Ohio hooker
Dennis Stoneman.
Sporting a 8-1-1 record, the
Falcons will travel to Oxford
this weekend for a four-match
series with the Redskins.
BG holds a 28-19-2 edge in
the series between the two
Mid-American Conference rivals. The Falcons beat Miami
three times last season, including a 10-6 victory in the
MAC Tournament
championship game.
The Redskins and BG are
currently tied for the third
slot in the national rankings
with this week's winner sure
to move up in the standings.

Knicks sign Ewing

Pizza • Pasta • Subs

Pizza,

3. comics

What kind of music do you Ilka best?
1 rock
2. POP
3 country
4. SOUl
5 punk

10

no

'**Unl'i

On a typical first date, you would:
1. meet for coffee or s drink
2. have lunch
3 aee a movie or concert
4. have dinner
5. other

23.

Six of BG's seven backfielders scored in the contest. Jeff
Guy, Gus Saponari, Rob

fogfiors

21.

22.

"I don't think any of us
enjoy beating Sandusky like
that. They've lost a lot of
people and have a lot of rookies on the field," Mazzarella
said. "They'll be back near
the top by next fall and well
have our hands full."

HELP FIGHT BIRTH DEFECTS

How do you feel about little kids?
i i*a them
2. can't stand them
3. depends on the kid

4. love

lead late in the first half when
center Tony Konczak broke
through for a try.
"Tony did what he does
best; he put his head down
and rammed it in," Mazzarella said.
A drop kick field goal by
center Mike Walsh cushioned
the Falcons' lead, but a late
Rover score tied the game at
7-7.
Cleveland almost won the
match, but a strong Falcon
defensive effort prevented
the Rovers from scoring.
"Mark Laimbeer and Scott
Huff took us into our parking
lot defense," Mazzarella said.
"They just booted the ball
over the sideline as far as
they could and watched the
time melt away as someone
went to retrieve it."
In the second match, BG
rolled over Sandusky-Find-

,

20.

2 lame
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I usually:
1. attack life
2 let life attack me
3. get clobbered in the process

33.

I moat like to take classes that are:
1. a challenge
2. an easy grade
3 bizarre
4 most beneflclel to my future

34.

What attracts you moat to someone?
1 physical characteristics
2. moneyfststua
3. Intelligence

• Kellogg Rd., Tontogany

5055

DATA MATCH
ANSWER SHEET
Please Print

*#

for more info - 823-3035 •

Guess Who's visiting
the Co-op Office?

4. common Interests

XI
First Name

Grizzly Band - 9 p.m. ■ 2 a.m. Thurs. - Sat.

• Gibby's 5 miles west of Bowling Green - 7 min. from campus •

Last Name

[XDDDaDaDDaaDTTTTlDDrTTTTTTXDDDa
Mailing Address

X

CD

JL

City
State
Zip Code
NOTE: The above address will ONLY be used to mail your printout back to you.

Sax

D

□ .

lama

Male Female
Phone Number —
(Optional)
UL

□
i

t7 18 19

3

4

A) 21 22

Send to: Data Match
1089 Fairfield Drive
Marysville. Ohio 43040

□

Soph

□
Jr

Do you want your matches
limited to only your class

DDDD

n

2

□

Fresh

.-^r-*-.
S

8

7

23 24 25

8

9 10

11 12 13

26 27 28

29 30 31

IE

Jl I I
,1W2.
I
32 33 34

D
Sr

__
l_l

□

The folks from
Walt Disney World.

Grad
I

I

Yes
No
Answers
Questions
Answers
Questions

Representatives from Walt Disney will give a presentation for interested students on
Monday. September 23, 1985 in the Campus Room of the Union at 6:00 PM. At the
conclusion of the meeting, Interviews will be scheduled for Tuesday, September 24 to be
held in the Ohio Suite of the Union.
MAJORS: Public Relations. Recreation, Marketing, Retailing, IPCO, Restaurant Management, and VCT.
Cooperative Education Program
222 Administration Bldg.

Be sure to enclose your $3.00

372-2451
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EVERYDAY LOW PRICES!

Batista, Gruner lead linksters
by Paul SUvi
sports reporter
In Gotham City, Commisioner
Gordon depends on Batman and
Robin.
In Bowling Green, head golf
coach Greg Nye relies on his
own "Dynamic Duo" - co-captains Claire Batista and Terry
Gruner.

Nye said be appointed the
tandem co-captains because of
their contribution over the past
four years.
"Both girls were excited and
eager to take on the challenge,"
Nye said. "They are very aware
of their teammates and anxious
to help them along."
Batista tends to lead by example. Nye said she not only per-

forms well during tournaments,
but also keeps up the hard work
throughout team practices.
"Claire is a fine example of a
hard-working golfer," Nye said.
"Her intensify in practice really
helps our younger players."
Gruner on the other hand, said
she plays the role of team
cheerleader.
"I am more morale centered,
but it's also my job to keep the
communication channels open
between coach Nye and the
team," Gruner said.
THE DUO seems to have a
chemistry between them. When
Batista seriousness reaches the
boiling point, Gruner dilutes it
with comic relief.
"Terry makes golf fun," Batista said. "She really helps to
relax the team.
The two seniors showed why
they're co-captains last weekend at the Ferris State Invitational. Gruner came through with a
key second-round 80 which
helped the Falcons temporarily
grab second place.
Individually, Batista continued to lead by example, capturing the runner-up medal.
■>*cnc-tc-totototot&t<x

•SCHOOL SUPPLIES

'

•HEALTH & BEAUTY AIDS

"I don't consider myself as a
captain,"Batista said. "I Just go
to practice and carry on my
responsibility to the team."
The Falcons will definitely be
looking for leadership this weekend as they compete in the Lady
Northern Intercollegiate in Ann
Arbor, Mich.
"WE ARE going to need four
good scores this weekend," Batista said. "If we get them, I feel
confident our team can finish in
the top five."
In order to achieve a top five
showing, the co-captains will
have to do what they do best.
For Gruner that's her short
game. She has never been much
of a long-ball hitter by her own
admission, but Gruner's pitching and putting accuracy keep
her shots near the pin.
Meanwhile, Batista's off-season weight program has her
belting the long-ball.
"I lifted quite a bit this summer to try and strengthen my
tee shots, and so far I've been
able to see some results," Batista said.

OPEN MON. THRU THURS. 9 to 9

FRI. & SAT. 9 10

■ STATE COUPON!

ALBUM OF THE WEEK:

DIRE STRAITS

LIMIT 1

Congratulations J
JIM SHAFFER

\

The New Chairman
of
S.L.S.

IP ot CASSETTE
EXPIRES 9 76 85

STATE COUPON

MAXELL 2 PACK

$4:

XL 11 C-90

LIMIT 1 -- EXPIRES 9.2*43

I IT ATI COUPON 1

BAUSCH & LOMB
SALINE SOLUTION

$2.

LIMIT 1

EXPIRES 9 26 8b

STATE COUPON

8Y2 X 11

COLLEGE RULED
TOO SHEETS

LIMIT 2 - EXPIRES 9 26Hi

I

SHAMPOO or
CONDITIONER

N

CALENDAR
DESK PAD

n£*lk%
(Across from th» Stadium)

"Come Tailgate with Us"
ON OUR PATIO
BEFORE THE MIAMI GAME
11:00 a.m. • 1:00 p.m.
Margarita of the week: Strawhrru

M

s
M

Alto:
Join us after the game to enjoy our American & |
Mexican menu & spirits.
T/\

WEAR ORANGE
200 FREE Parking Spaces

U

■/

SILKIENCE is oz.

STP-16

$1."

LIMIT 1

$3.

16 MONTHS

LIMIT 1 ■■ EXPIRES 9-26-13

ISTATt COUPON!

CLEARASIL .65 o..

$1.

ACNE TREATMENT

LIMIT 1

ALARON

NOW - Sept. 20
10am. - 5pm.
Lenhart Grand Ballroom
Union
Reproductions of
various and famous
artists available

EXPIRES 9 76 BS

STATE COUPON

TELEPHONE

$11."

WALL/DESK PHONE
MODEL T-50

LIMIT 1 - EXPIRES 9.2*43

CONTAC

$2."

LIMIT 1

ART PRINT SALE

EXPIRES 9 26 8!

>0 99

10 CAPSULES

\L

flQ

° **•

BROTHERS IN ARMS

American Heart

Association

£ j-

TATE COUPON I

N
M
M

V

SUNDAY 10 to 6

POUCH NOTEBOOK

n

Claire Batista (left) and Terr! Gruner

902 E.WOOSTER Next to T.O.'s -PHONE 352-39S1
SERVING COLLEGE STUDENTS FOR 25 YEARS

B.G.U.

sxxxxssxxxxxx

BG News/ Joe Phclan

,. -RECORDS and CASSETTES

12 oz.

Please
support the

M
H
M
N
N
N
M
M
N

'BEER & WINE

EXPIRES 9 26 8S

STATE COUPON

INDEX CARDS
RULED & PLAIN 3 x 5

25*

LIMIT 1 ■■ IXPIMS 9-2643

I STATt COUPON I

ANACIN
8 TABLETS
LIMIT I

^IGH SIERRA
I TEAR DROP

39*

EXPIRES V 26 02

"*" COUPON

$5.

BACK PACK

LIMIT 1 -- EXPIRES 9-2*43

r_ii»«.«i"i»«

SUAVE SKIN LOTION

QUQDQNQ

COCOA BUTTER
ALOE VERA
VITAMIN E
10 OZ.

#% #%
QU|!;
^r ^T
LIMIT T

WOODEN

EXPIRES 9 26 85

STATE COUPON

RECORD CRATES
PERFECT FOR RECORD STORAGE

$6.

LIMIT 1 - EXPIRES 926(3 I

ST ATI COUPON I

COAST

Your Choice of Any

Mexican Combo
or Grand Burrito +
a Margarita for
$
4.96

69*

BATH SIZE 5 oz.
LIMIT I

EXPIRES 9 26 8b

STATE COUPON

POP 12 ox. CAN

40*

COKE DIET COKE TAB
CHERRY COKE SPRITE

LIMIT 3 -■ IXPIMS 9-2*43 I

SCOT LAD

STATE COUPON!

CHUNK LIGHT

TUNA
IN WATER 6

LIMIT I

OZ

79*

EXPIRES 9 26 8S

STATI COUPON

CANDY BARS

4 for $1.°°
LIMIT * MM - EXPIRtS 9-2*43

ir*aT^*****tt**T***T*T**1*T*l**T*1*ftfcT*1*£T*T*T**T**aT**^

GET YOUR ALL- SPORTS PASS TODAY!
fCr-fr-Cr-er-tftr:

Classifieds
September 'B, 1966

CAMPUS AND CITY EVENTS
ATTENTION ELEMENTARY ED MAJORS AND
ELEMENTARY ED /SPECIAL ED DUEL MAJORS!! FtM My lo ape*, tor Soring. 188«
MEP Sepkxnber IS AppfcWon lorn ar*
■ atatll In Room 529 Ed. BUg DON'T FORGET! i

appted tor Spring, 1988 MEP are aapecMd to
■tend the Pre-Reg Meeting, Thursday. Saptambar 28. 7 30-8:30 p.m.. 618 Da Science
BUg BE THERE!!
On Thursday. Sept IB. Kraisohar Community
Oounot wa be hokSng an open meting tor el
tttnttid reeidents Coma gal mvoNed m
oomnaWaaa tor our quadtl The meeSng wB be
hat) al 8.30 n Via Ashley Callliita Lounge
Come |oti the tun and gal InvoNadl
PM BETA LAMBDA
Future Bueineee Leaders
' "MEMBERSHIP DRrVE'"
BA Lobby 9-2.30 thru FRI Sapt 20
Come tafclo us
Paid out what you're netting

Attention Nstlonel Student Speech, Lanaeeae Hid Hearing Assodouon members!
There tHHi epeaker coming to talk to ek
C—Mi Dieorder n4n on Monday
Hot- 23 W 7:30 p.m. In room 1SS Boa*! Mod.
ATTENTION SPANISH CLUB
FIRST CONVERSATION HOUR
THUR. SEPT It - STYLES 7:10 P.M.
"BUSINESS MAJORS' •
D»H agm» PI DmlnonfrMormt,
Mo MM: Thura Sept 26. 7:30 pm
McFil Center
Coma Sao What Wa'ta Al About"
COILEOE OF EDUCATION
DEAN'S STUDENT ADVISORY COMMITTEE:
Tha Aral DSAC mealing wK be Thuraday,
liplltstir 1» al 4 30 in 444 EDUCATION
Crlnanal JuaOca Orgenuttlon meeting Tuoaday.
September 24 al 8 00 p m In 102 Manna Everyone la wtlcomt.
ENVIRONMENTAL INTEREST GROUP
Meeang Thurs Sept 19tn 7:00 pm. 121
Heyee Everyone walcoma Plenrvng lor a Ml
ctmptiglrtp
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT'"
ASSOCIATION
INFORMATIONAL MEETING Wad . Sap) 26.
7:30. Rm 114 BA Any oueetlont see Buaatm
Board ol stop al table in BA Lobby today thru
Thuraday
Free tutoring In Mathematics la svoatbie ttas
aemeater Tutors wd be m the residence heat
and the commuter center at the troee leted
below
Harahmen Quad [Bromneld 231) 6.30-B.OO PM Monday and Wedneaday
Kreacher Quad (2nd Soor Study lounge) S 30-8.00 P.M. Tuesday and Thursday
OH Campus Student Canter (Study lounge) 8:00-9:00 P.M. Monday Thursday
McOonaB East (Piano lounge) 8:00-8:30 P.M. Monday and Wedneaday
Founders Quad. (Harmon 1S) 8 00-8 30 P.M. Tueeday and Thuraday
LAQA
The Leeoan and Gay Aaance (UOAi ** hoM a
meeting tonight at 8:30 p.m. In the Reigious
Education Room ol St Thomas Moore Parian
Open to the pubec
National Society « Parahmg Rifles
Pledge Ntohl-Rm 253 Memorial Hal 7:00 pm.
Thur Sept 10 Free Plus A Pop Anyone
Merasted «i matary rranmg In tactic, Mod
ership abMy or rifle dril Mam encouraged to
coma
NOTICE!! MEP PRE-RE0JSTRATION MEET
ING" Al elementary ed. majors and elementary
ed /special ad. dual and triple mafcxa who

Women tor Women MrHee you to s
COFFEEHOUSE
Featuring Hie meek: ol SPECTRUM
ewSfkaj songs ol peece and woman's music

THE WASWNOTON CENTER Ml UN LEW DON'T GRADUATE WITHOUT ITI All majors,
haT credR. echoierahip avsHsbls, fob contacts. DavW Hoard horn the Weehington
Center wet ton you about Intern eh»s al
Washington DC — TODAY. Sept. IB M 3:M
p.m. TOWN ROOM. UNION. For mors Into.
Otasaet$7»4tt02, 2S1 AdaOnsssratlon BMo,

SCHEDULE FOR PHOTOGRAPH 10
APPOINTMENTS
Al main campus students w* have their photographs taken the weak ol September 23 in the
Racket Room ol Via necceaSon Center tor
urwarsity IdenttncaHori cards The ntst teller ol
your last name wi determine your scheduled
Monday 23 Sept . A thru 0. 10 am-8 pm
Tueeday 24 Sept H thru M. 10 em-8 pm
Wedneedey 29 Sepl. N thru S. 10 am-8 pm
Thursday 28 Sept.. T thru Z. 10 am-8 pm
Friday 27 Sept. MAKE UP. 10 am-8 pm
Saturday 28 Sept. MAKE UP 10 am-8 pm
Students must prsaenl one ol the toaowtng al
the me ol their picture taMng.
1 a vatd Driver's License
2 a Ska* photo idenaftcshon card
3 a birth c
4 S|
F'reBnda students w* neve their pictures taken
October 7 and October 8 al Freltnds.
Sectary ol Prcteesional Joumatsts prsesnls Bl
Ntshouse. tormsr hostage, speaking on the
MerJa's Impact on HoMega Situations Mon. /
Sept. 23. 7 30 pm . 121 Waal Hal.
Open to el

Alpha XI Pets'. QUARRY DAg ere coming!

Attention Alpha Germ
What 1st?
What could « be?
H you're Interested coma end sea?
11 00 wa M she! meet
l guarantee « «e bo a real treat!

Loel Ound teddy bear vtoWly ol Mac West
Reward

Beth Mlnlor Ci.iiiUie»ea»iinson your DG-Kappa
ag lavaeanrig to Marty. What a eurpriee!
Love, your Dee Ose eaSsri

CM 372-3521

RIDES

BROTHERS TONKJHT IS THE NWHT TO LET
THE CAMPUS KNOW THAT THE NATIVES
FROM FLU BRING THEIR KINO IN SEARCH OF
NATIVE WOMEN AND PURPLE PASSION!

PET PURPLEI SCOOTER

SERVICES OFFERED
Laden Enjoy Happy ute-Oucrjooe OoauWU
Stonl N'a al yours Free Report Mr Happiness
Bo« 223. All Sprgs, FL 32716.
FOOTS TYPPIO
S1 /page (DS) on campus pick-up 4:00 p.m.
889-2679

Society ol Proteeeionel Joumeasts
Fret formal meeang Mon Sapt 23. 7 30 pm ,
121 Waal Hal Discussed w* be the Meows
Impact on Hostage Situations
Al prospective members welcome
THANKS FOR YOUR SPECIAL APPEARANCE
LAST WEEK "DONNA W.J.", BUT WOULD
YOU PLEASE SHAVE YOUR LEOS FOR NEXT
TJU-tt HEY ALL YOU 'THURSDAY NKJHT
LIVE' FANS. WE'LL MEET AT 7:J0 TONITE IN
2nd FLA. UNION'S FACULTY LOUNGE- SEE
■YA THERE I SPONSORED IV CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR CHRIST

THE AMERICAN POWERBOAT ASSOCIATION WILL CONDUCT HYDROPLANE RACES
AT MARY JANE THURSTON STATE PARK IN
GRAND RAPIDS, OHIO ON SEPT. 21 AND 22.
THE RACES BEGIN AT 1:00 AM. AND END
AT APPROXIMATELY t:00 P.M. EACH DAY.
DRIVERS FROM 10 STATES ARE EXPECTED
TO COMPETE.
for a "TAKE BACK THE NIGHT" Raky and
March wm be meeting Hon., Seat 21 at 7:10
In aw State Room ol the UnnarsHy Union.

LSAT * MCAT - QMAT ' ORE
' CPA REVIEW •
STATE NURSING BOARDS - NCLEX
KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL CENTER
NO. t n TEST PREPARATION
(419) 538-3701 TOLEDO. OH
PORTABLE TOILET RENTAL
Free pickup I OeSvery
362-7318
Ruthlee Sewing end Alterations
Everything must be dean
Phone 352-7288

CHARLES R.
MAY YOU HAVE A HAPPY AND WONDERFUL
BTSBH
I HOPE I'M BY YOUR STOE FOR ALL OF
YOUR BIRTHOAYS TO COME BUOY YOUR
OAYII
I LOVE YOU,
U

CHI Os LOVE MUD AND CHI Os LOVE TO TUG
BUT ITS THE SW EP SPtRfT AWARO
THAT THE CHI Oe WILL LUG
CONGRATULATIONS ELAINE GRAY on
Gamma Phi BanVDeaa Tau Delta Isvelering to
FREDi We love you, roomie! Kalh.. Sharon, end
Amy.
CaniMluojs'uiia Ekdne t Fred on your
Oemme PhHJeHe Tea Dene U.allarlno. Lavs,
Hie atesort of Oaaaaa PhL
Dsvs Maieaier.
Let's gat out our camping gear what do you
aay? Gal raeey psyched for Ssturdsyl Love,
Rhonda
DELTA GAMMA
VICKIMETZ
AUTUMN OUEEN
PaTAOAMsIA

ALL YOUR TYPt*3 NEEDS
PROMPT AND PROFESSIONAL
CALL CLARA 362-4017
RESUMES AND COVER LETTERS
proleeeionely written tor M fields
Vary rteeoracie 362-3744

PERSONALS
ALPHA OELTS
ALPHA DELTS
ALPHA DELTS
ALPHA PWI ALPHA PHI
•MARY COOKSKI EP AUTUMN QUEEN!

IT San Hun!
AND ftSSUMt A ?Rll RIGHT.
(STRATEGIC rWm0N)U)H0 LET

N

c«£ Tht -4,m ROW

SUPS
OF ORBIT

PLANET

^

DELTA SeQ
CongnsiasMna Lee Smith on being made a
Vtoa Prsaldant — can you hendai your pay
nase? Love. The Conaapondant
DeRa - The Alpha PNa are looking forward
M e hmniled Tea - Saa you Friday.
TneAlpnePnle
DENBE S.-OD JANICE HAVE A GOOD TewE
UP HERE? YOU TWO WERE TOO WILD ON
SUN HOPE YOUU UKED THE CARD R.J.
Eame - ConcyMusVaons on your Den kwaksrIng lo Todd Your buddkm, Kim a Ksty
Fejta — Lets ol fun waa had with il»i|ta»,
movies end plenty of baked beans. This May
be s sign for s first rate Greek Week team!
LM's "picnic" again eomoMmel
Love, svmeaM of AJpns Phil
Hey Erie Steeeyl CongrBtussUons on being s
new member of the B.O S.U. VarsMy GeB
team. Wa ens vary proud al (and FORE) you.
The PM Pel's

HURRYIII HURRY!!'
Gal Involved ai Bit world's lergtal
Business Orgsnuason
PHI BETA LAMBOA
Future Busnees Leaders
MEMBERSHIP Drive This FRI , Sapt 20
StopbyandsaVtouslnthsBA Lobby 9-2:30
aiductlon of new membait Sept. 30

.Classified InformationMail-In Form

Low SaV. Screening Prices
Jeene N'Thkige
631 FaoaaSl.
LZ. - Thanks for working on Sal You're such
t rltraretsij campus fltner
THE OTHER HEAD USHER.
Meaajluii: Way to go! Congrats on your
part In "Agnss of God"! Ws I be rooting tor yal
Love, your Oat Oaa tltttm
^_^

DEADLINE: Two days prior to publication no later than 4 p.m.
(BG News not responsible for postal service delays)

Ma Lee Jean Jackets
Rag. S39.9S. Sets S32.9S
Joans N- Things 931 Rktge St
Open lorsgnt 1 SOP pm
Mud Mud Mud
Mud Mud Mud
Mud Mud Mud
PATTY ZDAR
Congnafataons on your Alpha XI DekaSigma
Chi pinning to Brian Brtraayl
Love, lha Alpha XTa
PATTY ZDAR AND BRIAN BRMDLEY
Conor as essnns on your pkaangt YOU two make
a graat coupta PS Btmy, we hop your butt
leek) better Ware aura the gala loved the free
•now - you skill
Love. LaCrotn. Km. » Csaune
Room Avaajtas IN MY HEART - For a warm.
Santa.a and caring FEMALE is 26
WHY: NEED companionship
WHO NEEDS s companion Tel ewnder male.
1«yrs.oM
Corascl MIKE M 335 BROMFIELD, Serious
rpaiasonly
Saturday e) Feloon FootMl BE A PART OF
IT gat your AMportt Pats today.
SCOTT LEONE,
Cemplng we w* go.
More hat than you wB know.
This party Is going to have style.
-Cause ware both "Bom to be WU"I
rm Coking kxwerd lo Saturday I Love, Uea
SMIT
BIO EP
SKJEP
StQEP
SIO EP
SKIEP
SWEP
SKJiP
SKJEP
•apt to
Its
THANKS FOR YOUR SPECIAL APPEARANCE
LAST WEEK "DONNA W.J.". BUT WOULD
YOU PLEASE SHAVE YOUR LEOS FOR NEXT
TJtLTI HBT ALL TOU 'TTMesOAY NKaHT
LIVE' FANS, WE'LL MEET AT 7:J0 TONITE IN
2nd FLOOR UNION'S FACULTY LOUNOE
Sat YA THEREI SPONSORED BY CAMPUS
CRUSADE FOR CHRIST
THE ASHLEY CHALLENGE..
DARE TO BE THERE
DARE TO BE THERE
DAM TO Bf THERE
THBaXMUOl
SEE CM OMEGAS M ITI
THeNKOUEENi
SEE DEBRA PHPPS VAN ITI
TOGA CHI Os TOGA PHI DELTs TOGA
Al He CN Os cent wall une Thursday
when the PN Delta bring out the* hy, aheela S
bear
Hold onto those shsats PN Daksl Sincerely.
taCNOo.
TOGA CH Os TOGA PHI DELTs TOGA
To our Da* Dales Timothy. Hank, and Todd
Gel psyched lor a wtd and crazy lal Hemer.
Your Alpha XI Dates. Kim, Ksty and Elaine
TUOTUO TUG
TUG TUG TUG

TUG TUOTUO
Undergraduate Student Government on-endoff-oampua iipiaasiaaBis peSBuisl are due
TODAY si 405 Sajdent Servlcae
vktt Man: CongrstuwOorw on your DG-Sig Ep
engagement lo Paul! We're so happy for youl
Love, your Pea Oaa eauars
tl I need to dance for you
Parttee. blrthdaya. end smel get-togethers ere
my speckWy. Matt dancer. For more Wo 37234S2.
Looking tor people to organize t ctaI-t>catBeic
art group, rjnttohan. 364-oSTB.

PLANNED PARENTHOOD
OF NW OHIO
920 N MeHSt.BG
CktritVJtnoav" personal cere
Specal Retes BGSU students
Convenlenl Appointments

LAMBOA CHI ALPHA
OUR MOTTO - "EVERY MAN A MAN"
NOTHING MORE - NOTHING LESS
RUSH TONOHT - UNION BOWLING ALLEY
7:00-8 30
Lovely Lmds
We tied to Mr* ol a way to wtsh you Happy
Birthday, but wa al "draw a blank!'
- Dunbar SMI

r"TheBG News'

Msn of Alpha Tau Omega - We had so much
tun dancing on Ml kjrrakn wth you. Wa mutt
do • again soon" Love, tha LadMa of Alpha
Peas PI

meeang wa be held Thuraday. Sept. IB, 8:00
at ta) PI Kappa Phi house Anyone saeieated la
encouraoad lo altand.

LOST AND FOUND

Leasing for paopM to help organize a cuti-toI asli group. OreSchen, 364-5878

ma.

ALPHA PHB - THE FUB had en EXCELLENT
Urns at He picnic Thus Looking forward to
Greek Week - M he the beat yet! THE FUlS

Attention Kappa Sag Detee:
We've got die coolers and we've got the beer.
die swelled laght wa soon be hers Youl never
expsrisnee s dak) party e*e Me, but with the
Alpha Xi's - Kappa Skj's how ootad wa mas?
Bring some "Menay" and Or "Ysser" loo. we el
wa be ' cryptmsd" before the night ■ mough
Weertn' our shades and "groover si night, you
wB never lorget Ms "exoaasnt" flight
Love, your Alpha XI Pease

PI SIGMA ALPHA (National Poetical Science
Honorary) organtzoaonal mealing Saptambar
23rd. Monday. 6:00-6:46 p.m. ED 355. For
lajisssluil eel 372-7287

. €M^M^§ys{SQ=^^rl^^

RATES: per ad are 60' per tine, $1.80 minimum.
50' extra per ad lor bold type.
Approximately 35-45 spaces per line

354-3540

NOTICE: The News wiH not be responsible for error due to Illegibility or incomplete Information. Please
come to 214 West HaH immediately If there is an error In your ad. The news will not be
responsible for typographical errors in classified ads for more than two consecutive insertions.

CLASSIFIED MAIL ORDER FORM
Phone #

Name
Address
Social Security # or Account #
(For billing purposes only)
Please print your ad clearly, EXACTLY how you wish it to appear:
(Circle words you wish to appear in bold type)

Classification In which you wish your ad to appear,
Campos & City Events*
Lost & Found
Rides
Services Ottered
Personals
•Campus/City Event ads are published tree ol charge lor one day lor a

Wanted
Help Wanted
For Sale
For Rent
non-profit event or meeting only.

Dates ol Insertion
Mai to: (On or Ofl-Campus Mail)
The BG News
214 West Hall BGSU
Bowing Green, Ohio 43403
(Checks payable to BG News)
Phone: 372-2601

45 Aerie
47

National
Park, Utah
48 Walks
unsteadily
51 Moderate in
tempo. Mus
55 Excited
56 Topsyturvy
56 Like the
editor's pencil
59 Bishop's hat
60 Playwright
Bagnold
61 Tournament
sections
62 Scorn I ul look
63 Pan of SAR

DOWN
1 "Three men
In
"
2 Lariat
3 Emanation

4 The
Karamazovs
5 Little League
booster
6 Face the day
7 Card game
8 Flightless
birds
9 Infamous
Russian monk
10 A Shaw
11 Butler's
station?
12 Slept like
13 Clutter ,
16 isolated
22 Hwyt
25 Biting
26 River through
Lake Geneva
27 "
in
London and
Paris": Orwell
28 Fray
29 Andy's partner

an IBM nit mm

WANTED
Ftomnve»nsec»dloihOijeeel221%ByelAve
on comer ol Soutli Summit hquta wBwi
Waread MgM AudBor mainly lor weekende
Apply tl person M the Buckeye Budget Motor
tti btttten s a.m.-4 p.m.
1 mat) roommate needed lor house on E
Wootttr tercet Irom Slgms Nu Cat 891-S376
or 362-8000
1 MALE NEEDS ROOM PREFERABLY
WrTHROOMATE
CAU 372-8487
4 Soketa lor Letlennan Septemoer 28.
Cat" 984-1410
2 Female looimletat nttdtd tor Spring lo rant
tctrtnenl doee lo campus Cal 383-9605
1 FEMALE RMT needed lo share lumlened 2
bdrm apt Good toctton Cal 363Q912

HELP WANTED
Marketing pookjone tvaatblt. Rapidly expendIng oabt) TV company le tewcNng lor ttSmotheaad InaMdutlt to work In Ins sakje 1
merkeang department Ful 1 part tn» positions
I limit Mutt be neat 1 personable Ratable
kavkpoksauii required Cal Kathy at 878-

8631.
Babyekltr/LO Tutor: 7 30-8:30 a.m.
MW.R.F kx 8 yr. ok) gtl
Cal 383-2112, S p m 8 p m
Dtamry ptrton naaelt otr
Ctl 354-2154 or 352-0628
ABtnBtn Aden, Mutloitne t Studtntt
Do you love pubic broadceetrig? Need artlc
utwa. energtbe. outgoing people lo Invts by
telephone, vamere 1 letenert ol TV 30/FM 91
putac broadceetrig Toledo, lo become membera. Part time hours, ongoing training I advancement putenlta" II you'rt dynamite on tha
phone cal ant marketing, ask lor Colssn. 2425004 between 1-4p.m.
Ctlentaby and/or Physics tutor needed
Cal cottct. 0-691-9351
Latve mttttgt. number

FOR SALE
Nut lo New Shop hat auks, coeta alecka S
Issna. amnt, awttltn, 1 Oloueee kx everyone:
houeeweree. knveay Tuee 10-4, Frl 1-7. St.
AltSonool
For Salt: 1974 Mercury Montego New cattery
and area S600 Cal 988-18116
PLEASE BUY MY BRAND NEW 5% INCH
DOUBLE SOE. DOUBLE DENSITY COM
PUTEFt DISKETTES S2 EACH, 8 FOR S10.
JM 372-4886
FOR SALE: '74 VW SUNBUG. Mn
Low Mast
S2.000
Cal 372-1707
For Sale
1S76 VW. RabM 4 speed, very good condition $760.00. Cat 364-7789 between 12:00
p m • 1 00 p m or after g:00 p.m
78 Buck Opel Rune vary wel
Phont 364-4117.

$90000

FOR SALE TOP OF Lt*£-VYWISTLER SPECTRUM RADAR DETECTOR JUST BOUGHT
THB SUMMER! I NEED MONEY - CANT
PASS IT UP 363-9002. $140.00
1974
Runt txceetnt. many new pent. Some body
atraage, aokHg $800 Cal 383-4805
FOR SALE - SIX CHOICE $11 PARENTS OAY
SHOW TICKETS FOR $8 EACH 060 —SEATS
M SEQUENCE — CALL 363-4303

We lake lop qusety. hand craned Hems ai on
uvwunmenl See us M Colonial Flenscaone.
12SH W. Wooster, 353-8677

PEAVEY T-60 Btoaie OaNar w/hardahel cat*
Escaaent Shape. MUST SEE. $260 or Baal
oner Cal 352-5686, oak tor Doug

DO YOU WANT TO HELP OTHERS?
YOU CAN
be a LINK volunteer couneekx
The LINK Is a 24 hour a day crisis liitaivaiiSon
nonTiaatton mo ffltsmi c©ottw To fmo out how
yet may Bit 111 t LINK cunsetor CALL
NOW! SSSeSST ar come lo S2S Ptka St..
teeing Green Training provided lor M accepted apptcerts
Appfltetloil
Sett. 2S. Tittsita Starts BtttL IB

Women"! 12-speed General bicycle
Ukt new, $76
362-3141
Stereo wan AM/FU radio, tumtsols, 1 8 track
waTi atjnd. OH 382-2606 kom 6-6

Ediled by Trade Michel Jiffc
ACROSS
1 Spirited horsa
5 Less colorful
10 Garden evictee
14 Excursion
15 Bouquet
16 Romeo or Juliet
17 Extremely
funny
19 Perennial
second
placers'
20 Famed quartet
21 What hope
doee eternally?
23 Put an edge on
24 Native
Americans
25 Heated
28 Spouse
30 Hunter of dims
33 Task tor Junior
34 Trucking rigs
35 Dart game drink
36 Alignments ol
stalls
37 Claw
36 Certain
monster
39 The Wayside,
for one
40 Cotton
packages
41 Baseball
bobble
42 Juno to Caesar
43 Feed the kitty
44 What surfers
ride?

I1M.M REWARD
Par lalintmun S recovery en Okie Oaeotna
i BaL aft. trom Jaana N'
mole, blonds, I'S",
•taring brawn prim skin, tght top, S waltatM. Jeokat dllM»Btll kvdsgo S dlelressed
aaatasaas IstM sntn snap ovariey s Upper an
ants, east** back t cafta. cation Uned with

CadBac Eldorado '77. Fat oondBbxi. AaMng lor
$1.200 or beet odor Phone 362-6382.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

PREPAYMENT is required for all non-university related business and inrilviduals.

Total number ot days

rwtrtfwi

:#**#*'

31 Parcel out
32 Chicago
athletes
34 Season
37 Displays of
temper
38 Small
missiles
40 Headquarters
41 Wear away
44 Fireplace
remnant
46 Rims

47 Tanzania's
neighbor
48
49
50
52

Taps gently
Make eyes
Gyrate
Admonition
from mother
53 Romulus or
Remus
54 Expires
57 Sault
Marie

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

FOR SALE XEROX 820-1 pareonal computer
$1.600.00 FIRM Contact (37|2-7287 or
362-1071
PERFECT APARTMENT FURNITURE
Musi sal titnti—ttlyl Good prices waterped,
deek. tttta-oharl, bookcases, rwle-a-bed.
S more. Pleaae caf S leave your
n gat back ASAP. 1-362-6746.

FOR RENT
2 bedroom apt. "Own"
Iota ol space $166 $
Gretchen or Erica, 364-6676.
UVE M NEW YORK CITY FOR $160'mSi
WELL. . NOT REALLY. BUT YOU CAN SHARE
AN APT M DOWNTOWN B G FOR
$160/mtl - FULLY FURNBHED. aid. UTS.,
MALES ONLY. CALL SEAN 364-2500
2 bedroom apartment doee to LkKvorMy. two a
1 room oltaancy wtn utatee paid, 362 5822
Sub kmee apartmem at 222 S Cottgt
Oonetot: Newtove Aptt, 3 Matt, 362-6820
TWO BEDROOMS M PRIVATE HOME FOR
RENT WITH KITCHEN PRIVILEGES CLOSE
TO CAMPUS COME SEE 126 BY ALL CALL
362-2618.
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When the North Atlantic
Treaty Orfanizaliiai was
farmed in 1949,* wtsformsd for one ream. To atop
Soviet eski t aaiim in Europe.
It baa damn.

TRUTH
The pest 35 yet™ of peece
have been one of the lon$aat
periods of European peace
in racordad history.

NATO.

■sated reoiiioa.il I.
m.mtlnt1.krNMWM

